
Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

MAR 1 6 2005

2005 . 0000434

The Honorable John T. Conway
Chairman
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20004-2901

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The purpose of this letter is to provide for your use the enclosed report,
Site-Specific Seismic Site Response Modelfor the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP),
Hanford, Washington. This report addresses Issues #1 through #6 described in
the Program Plan provided to you on September 3, 2004. The Office of
Environmental Management (EM) considers that incorporation of the revised
spectra into the design and construction for the WTP will ensure adequate seismic
safety. The Office of River Protection (ORP) is assessing the impact of this
change in the WTP seismic design criteria. This assessment is scheduled for
completion by the end of May 2005.

The Program Plan includes a commitment for a deep boring (up to 2,000 feet
deep) determination. A final decision on the need for such a deep boring has not
been made to date given the priority to completing the enclosed report. We
believe that the revised design basis is sufficiently conservative for the purpose of
completing the WTP design. I have asked ORP to brief you at your convenience
on our technical understanding of the likelihood of success were we to proceed
with deep borings with the purpose of measuring bedrock velocities.

The additional seismic modeling work described in Issue #7 of the Program Plan
to incorporate revised attenuation relations has been delayed. Originally
scheduled to be issued in December 2004, this work will not be available from the
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) group until April 2005. The
subsequent evaluations described in Issue #7 will be rescheduled once the revised
attenuation relations are issued by the PEER group. The impact of these
evaluations upon the WTP design and construction will be assessed at that time.
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We will continue to work with you and your staff to design and construct a safe
and operational WTP. If you have any further questions, please call me at
(202) 586-7709 or Roy Schepens, Manager, ORP, at (509) 376-6677.

Sincerely,

~~e&~
Paul M. Golan
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Environmental ~anagement

Enclosure

cc: M. Whitaker, DR-l
R. Schepens, ORP
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
. United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any
agency thereof, nor Battelle Memorial Institute, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any
specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government
or any agency thereof, or Battelle Memorial Institute. The views and opinions
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United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Summary

The seismic dcsign for the Waste Treatmcnt Plant (WTP) on the Hanford Sitc near Richland, Washington,
is based on an extensive probabilistic scismic hazard analysis conducted in 1996 by Geomatrix
Consultants, Inc. In 1999, the U.S. Departmcnt of Energy Office of Rivcr Protection (ORP) approved this
design basis following revalidation reviews by British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd., and indepcndent reviews by
seismologists from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

In subsequent years, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) staff has questioned the
assumptions used in developing the seismic design basis, particularly the adequacy of the site
geotechnical surveys. The Board also raised questions about the probability of local earthquakes and the
adequacy of the "attenuation relationships" that describe how earthquake ground motions change as they
are transmitted to the site. The ORP responded with a comprehensive review of the probability of
earthquakes and the adequacy of the attenuation relationships. However, the DNFSB remained concerned
that "the Hanford ground motion criteria do not appear to be appropriately conservative." Existing site
specific shear wave velocity data were considered insufficient to reliably use California earthquake
response data to directly predict ground motions at the Hanford Site.

To address this remaining concern, the ORP provided a detailed plan in August 2004. Key features of
this plan included acquiring sitc-specific soil data down to approximately 500 feet, reanalyzing the effects
of deeper layers of sediments interbedded with basalt (down to about 2,000 feet) that may affect the
attenuation of earthquake ground motion more than previously assumed, and applying new models for
how ground motions attenuate as a function of magnitude and distance at the Hanford Site.

This interim report documents the collcction of site-specific geologic and geophysical data characterizing
the WTP site and the modeling of the WTP site-specific ground motion response.New geophysical data
were acquired. analyzed, and interpreted with respect to existing geologic information gathered from
other Hanford-related projects in the WTP area. Existing data from deep boreholes were assembled and
interpreted to produce a model of the deeper rock layers consisting of interlaycred basalts and
sedimentary interbeds. These data were analyzed statistically to determine the variability of seismic
velocitics and then used to randomize the velocity profiles. New information obtained from records of
local earthquakes at the Hanford Site was used to constrain site response models. The earthquake ground
motion response was simulated on a large number of models resulting from a weighted logic tree
approach that addresses the geologic and geophysical uncertaintics. Wcights were choscn by the working
group described in the acknowledgements. Weights were based on the strength or weakness of the
available data for each combination of logic trcc parameters. Finally, interim design ground motion
spectra were developed to envelope the remaining uncertainties.

The results of this study demonstrate that the site-specific soil structure (Hanford and Ringold formations)
beneath the WTP is thinner than was assumed in the 1996 Hanford Site-wide model. This thinness
produces pcaks in the response spectra (relative to those in 1996) ncar 2 Hz and 5 Hz. The soil
geophysical properties, shear wave velocity, and nonlincar response to the earthquake ground motions are
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known sufficiently, and alternative interpretations consistent with this data do not have a strong influence
on the results.

The structure of the upper four basalt flows (Saddle Mountains Basalt), which are interlayered with
sedimentary interbeds (Ellensburg Formation), produces strong reductions in the earthquake ground
motions that propagate through them to reach the surface. Uncertainty in the strength of velocity
contrasts between these basalts and interbeds results from an absence of measured shear wave velocities
(Vs) in the interbeds. For this study, Vs in the interbeds was estimated from older, limited compressional
wave (Vp) data using estimated ranges for the ratio of the two velocities (VpNs) based on analogues in
similar materials. The Vs for the basalts, where VpNs is well defined, still is limited by the quality and
quantity of the Vp data. A range of possible Vs for the interbeds and basalts was included in the logic
trees that produces additional uncertainty in the resulting response spectra. The uncertainties in these
response spectra were enveloped to produce conservative design spectra.

The elements of the 1996 probabilistic seismic hazard analysis relating to the seismicity of the Hanford
region (e.g., fault locations, earthquake magnitudes and frequencies) were not reexamined in this study,
nor were the attenuation relationships used to predict ground motions from earthquakes as a function of
magnitude and site distance. The seismicity model was reevaluated; no new information was found that
would require changes to the model. New attenuation relationships have been developed since 1996
using additional data, but differences between these and those used in 1996 are known to be minor. New
attenuation relationships may be included in a future modeling effort.
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1.0 Introduction

In 1999, thc U.S. Department of Encrgy Office of River Protection (ORP) approved the seismic design
basis for the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) planned for construction in the 200 East Arca on thc Hanford
Site near Richland, Washington. The seismic design is based on an extensive 1996 study by Geomatrix
Consultants, Inc. (Geomatrix 1996). The Geomatrix study had undergone revalidation reviews by British
Nuclear Fuels, Ltd. (BNFL) and independent review by seismologists from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory prior to ORP acceptancc.

Based on the Geomatrix probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, the seismic design was developed using the
methodology described in DOE-STD-I 020 (DOE 1994). Features include a peak ground acceleration
(PGA) of 0.26 g horizontal at 33 Hz and 0.18 g vertical at 50 Hz, with a 2,000-year return period and
corresponding site-specific response spectra. These PGA values were adopted from the slightly higher
PGA values computed for the 200 West Area-the computed values at the 200 East Area were 0.24 g
horizontal and 0.16 g vertical-to provide additional margin. The spectral shape determined for the 200
East Area location was retained and anchored to the higher PGA.

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNSFB), an independent federal agency established by
Congress in 1988, subsequently initiated a review of the seismic design basis of the WTP. In March
2002, the DNFSB staff questioned the assumptions used in developing the seismic design basis,
particularly the adequacy of the site geotechnical surveys. These questions were resolved, but in
additional meetings and discussions through July 2002, new questions were raised about the local
probability of earthquakes and the adequacy of the "attenuation relationships" that describe how ground
motion changes as it moves from its source in the earth to the site. The ORP responded in August 2002
with a comprehensive review of the probability of earthquakes and the adequacy of the attenuation
relationships. The results of that review resolved most of the DNFSB concerns. In January 2003, a
second DNFSB letter stated that one issue still remained-"the Hanford ground motion criteria do not
appear to be appropriately conservative" because of large uncertainty in the extrapolation of soil response
data from California to the Hanford Site.

Through late 2003 and the first half of 2004, the ORP developed a plan to acquire additional site data and
analysis to address the three remaining key aspects of this concern:

• The original 1996 Hanford analysis used California earthquake response data rather than data
based on Hanford earthquake response characteristics.

• The physical properties of Hanford soil and rock used in the analysis of response characteristics
were broad averages rather than three-dimensional detailed data specific to the WTP site.

• The modeling methods used in 1996 were not consistent with current practice, in particular the
randomization of profile velocities.
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In response to a specific request in July 2004 for clarification of this plan, the ORP provided a detailed
plan in August 2004 to address these remaining concerns. The key features of this plan were acquiring
new soil data down to about 500 ft, reanalyzing the effects of deeper layers of sediments interbedded with
basalt (down to about 2,000 ft) that may affect the attenuation of earthquakes more than previously
assumed, and applying new models for ground motions as a function of magnitude and distance at the
Hanford Site.

This interim report documents the collection of site-specific geologic and geophysical characteristics of
the WTP site and the modeling of the WTP site-specific ground motion response. New geophysical data
were acquired, analyzed, and interpreted with respect to existing geologic information gathered from
other Hanford-related projects in the WTP area. Information from deep boreholes was collected and
interpreted to produce a realistic model of the deeper rock layers consisting of interlayered basalts and
sedimentary interbeds. The earthquake ground motion response was modeled, and a series of sensitivity
studies was conducted to address areas in which the geologic and geophysical information has significant
remaining uncertainties.

The geologic and geophysical model is described in Section 2 of this report. The geologic history of the
Hanford Site is described first. Next, new and existing data on physical properties are assembled and
statistical variability is measured. These data led to construction of a base case model and an extensive
series of perturbations that were then used to simulate the earthquake ground motion response at the WTP
site. The model and the resulting estimates of response, accounting for uncertainties in the physical data,
are described in Section 3. References cited in the text are listed in Section 4.
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2.0 Development of the Waste Treatment Plant Site Model

This section, of the report presents the development of the WTP site geologic and geotechnical model that
is used to characterizc the response of the site to earthquake ground motions in Section 3.

Section 2.1 describes the geologic environment of the WTP sitc in terms of the physical characteristics
and the thickness of the geologic layers beneath the WTP site. The density of the soil and rock layers
present beneath the WTP site, obtained from existing borehole gravity data taken in the late 1970s and
1980s at Hanford, is documented in Section 2.2.

Geotechnical data from investigations specific to the WTP site arc reviewed and reanalyzed in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The shear wave velocity (Vs) data were obtained directly beneath the planned location of
four major WTP facilities (Shannon & Wilson 2000). These data provide a detailed characterization of
the upper 270 ft of soils. New data were obtained in 2004 including downhole shear wave logging at five
additional locations (Section 2.3.3), suspension logging in one of these boreholes (Section 2.3.4), and the
surface geophysical method known as spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW, Section 2.3.5). The
new data from four of the boreholes extended to depths of 180 ft to 260 ft, and data from the fifth
borehole extended through additional soil layers to 530 ft, the depth of the top surface of the uppermost
basalt rock. The SASW data were taken at the surface near the same five boreholes and at four additional
locations near the WTP site. A tenth SASW measurement was made at a nearby location where the basalt
rock is exposed at the surface.

Existing data from previous geological and geophysical borehole characterizations of the basalts and
interbedded sedimentary layers arc assembled and evaluated in Section 2.4. Compression wave (Vp)
sonic logs (Section 2.4.1.1) and checkshot surveys (Section 2.4.1.2), taken in the late 1970s and 1980s at
Hanford, were assembled and analyzed to obtain velocity data for the basalts and interbedded sedimentary
layers. Suspension logging in a borehole 60 miles southwest of the WTP site and cross-borehole data
from Hanford are used to determine the ratio VpNs in Section 2.4.2. This ratio is later used to convert
the Vp profiles into Vs profiles in the basalts. The new downhole and suspension logs in the 530-ft
borehole ncar the WTP site were used to determine VpNs (Section 2.4.3) in the lower part of the
borehole as an analogue to estimate Vs in the similar sediments in the interbeds between the top four
basalt units. The new SASW measurements, which extended into the basalts and interbeds, are shown to
provide an average value ofVs without detecting the velocity contrasts between them (Section 2.4.4),
providing an additional constraint on the Vs models.

All of the data assembled above are analyzed statistically in Section 2.5. The statistics are used to
quantitatively compare the velocity profiles obtained from the various measurement methods and to
assess the accuracy and precision of the final models.

Finally, in Section 2.6, earthquake records from small local earthquakes at Hanford are used to estimate a
ground motion attenuation parameter "kappa."
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The geological, geotechnical, geophysical, statistical, and seismological data assembled in this section
provide the basis for site response modcls for the WTP site. These models differ from those used in the
1996 seismic hazard studies. The site response analyses based on this characterization and the resulting
changes to the design spectra are presented in Section 3.

2.1 Geologic Setting of the Hanford Site

The Hanford Site lies within the Columbia Basin of Washington State (Figure 2.1.1). The Columbia
River Basalt Group forms the main structural framework of the area (Figure 2.1.2). These rocks have
been folded and faulted over the past 17 million years, creating broad structural and topographic basins
separated by anticlinal ridges called the Yakima Fold Belt. Sediment of the late Tertiary has accumulated
in some of these basins. The Hanford Site lies within one of the larger basins, the Pasco Basin.
The Pasco Basin is bounded on the north by the Saddle Mountains and on the south by Rattlesnake
Mountain and the Rattlesnake Hills (Figure 2.1.1). Yakima Ridge and Umtanum Ridge trend into the
basin and subdivide it into a series of anticlinal ridges and synclinal basins. The largest syncline, the
Cold Creek syncline, lies between Umtanum Ridge and Yakima Ridge and is the principal structure
containing the DOE waste management areas and the WTP.

The site for the WTP is in a sequence of sediments (Figure 2.1.2) that overlie the Columbia River Basalt
Group on the north limb of the Cold Creek syncline. These sediments include the Miocene to Pliocene
Ringold Formation; Pleistocene cataclysmic flood gravels, sands, and silt of the Hanford formation; and
Holocene eolian deposits.

2.1.1 Columbia River Basalt Group

The WTP site is underlain by about 4 to 5 km of Columbia River Basalt Group (Figure 2.1.2), which
overlies accreted terrane rocks and early Tertiary sediment. The Columbia River Basalt Group forms the
main bedrock of the Hanford Site and the WTP. The basalt consists of more than 200,000 km3 of flood
basalt flows that were erupted between 17 and 6 Ma and now cover approximately 230,000 km2 of eastern
Washington and Oregon, and western Idaho. Eruptions have volumes as great as 10,000 km3

, with the
greatest amounts being erupted between 16.5 and 14.5 million years before present. These flows are the
structural framework of the Columbia Basin, and their distribution pattern reflects the tectonic history of
the area over the past 16 million years.

The Columbia River Basalt Group at the WTP site consists of three major formations-the Grande Ronde
Basalt, Wanapum Basalt, and Saddle Mountains Basalt. The Grande Ronde Basalt and Wanapum Basalt
arc thick sequences of lava flows stacked one upon another with no significant sedimentary layer
between. The Saddle Mountains Basalt erupted over a significantly longer time, and sediments of the
Ellensburg Formation (Figure 2.1.3) were able to accumulate between basalt layers. The oldest
formation, the Imnaha Basalt, may underlie the WTP but has never been penetrated by a borehole.
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2.1.1.1 General Features of Columbia River Basalt Group Lava Flows

Lava flows of the Columbia River Basalt Group typically consist of a permeable flow top, a dense,
relatively impermeable flow interior, and a variable flow bottom (Figure 2.1.4). These are referred to as
intraflow structures. Figure 2.1.4 shows the various types of intraflow structures typically observed in a
basalt flow; most flows do not show a complete set of these structures. The contact zone between two
individual basalt flows (i.e., a flow top and overlying basalt flow bottom) is referred to as an interflow
zone.
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Figure 2.1.4. Typicallntraflow Structures Seen in a Columbia River Basalt Group Lava Flow
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Intraflow structures are primary, internal features or stratificd portions of basalt flows exhibiting grossly
uniform macroscopic characteristics. These features originate during the emplacement and solidification
of each flow and result from variations in cooling rates, dcgassing, thermal contraction, and interaction
with surface water.

Basalt Flow Tops

The flow top is the chilled, glassy uppcr crust of the flow and typically occupies approximately 10% of
the thickness of a flow. However, it can be as thin as a few centimetcrs or occupy almost the entire flow
thickncss. Thc flow top typically consists of vesicular to scoriaceous basalt (frozen gas bubbles) and may
be either pahoehoe (ropy texture) or rubbly to brecciated. Pahoehoe flow top is a type of lava flow that
has a glassy, smooth, and billowy or undulating surface. Almost all Columbia River Basalt Group flows
are classified as pahoehoe. Flow top breccia occurs as a zone of angular to subrounded, broken volcanic
rock fragments that mayor may not bc supported by a matrix; this zone is located adjacent to the upper
contact of the lava flow.

An admixture of vesicular and nonvesicular clasts bound by the original glass often charactcrizes the
breccia zone. The percentage of the breccia to rubbly surface is typically less that 30% but locally can be
as much as 50% of the flow. This type of flow top usually forms from a cooled top that is broken up and
carried along with the lava flow before it ceases movement.

Basalt Flow Bottom

The basal part of a Columbia River basalt flow is predominantly a thin, glassy, chilled zone a few
centimeters thick, which may be vesicular. Where basalt flows encounter bodies of water or saturated
sediments, the pillow-plagonite complexes, peperites, and spiracles may occur. Pillow-plagonite
complexcs are discontinuous pillow-shaped structures of basalt formed as basalt flows into water. Space
between the pillows is usually hydrated basaltic glass (plagonite). Peperites are breccia-like mixtures of
basalt and sediment. They form as basalt burrows into sediments. Spiracles are fumarolic vent-like
features that form a gaseous explosion in fluid lava flowing over water-saturated soils or ground.

Typically, many thick flow bottoms observed within the Columbia Basin are associated with pillow
plagonite zones. Pillow-plagonite zones have been observcd that are grcater than 23 m thick and
constitute morc than 30% of the flow.

Basalt Flow Interiors

Within the interior of a basalt flow, the predominant intraflow structures are zones characterized by
patterns of cooling joints. These are commonly referred to as colonnadc and cntablaturc. The colonnade
consists ofrclatively well-formed polygonal columns of basalt, usually vertically oriented and typically
I m in diameter or larger (some as much as 3 m havc bcen obscrved). Entablature is composed of
irregular to regularly jointed small columns frequently less than 0.5 m in diameter. Entablature columns
are commonly fractured into hackly, fist-sized fragments that can mask the columnar structure.
Entablatures typically display a grcater abundance of cooling joints than do colonnadcs.
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2.1.1.2 Thickness of Saddle Mountains Basalt Flows at the Hanford Site and Waste
Treatment Plant

Numerous cored and rotary drilled boreholes have penetrated the entire Saddle Mountains and Wanapurn
basalts. The general thickness pattern documented in isopach maps shows that the lava flows typically
thin onto the anticlinal ridges and thicken in the synclinal valleys. This is shown in Figure 2.1.5, which
shows the thickness variation in the oldest Saddle Mountains Basalt flow, the Umatilla Member. A
similar pattern is apparent for the younger Saddle Mountains Basalt flows near the WTP (Esquatzel
Member, Figure 2.1.6; Pomona Member, Figure 2.1.7; and Elephant Mountain Member, Figure 2.1.8).
The Asotin Member (Figure 2.1.9) pinches out just north of the WTP; this controlled the ancestral
Salmon-Clearwater River flowing from the highlands of Idaho to its confluence with the Columbia River
near the present Priest Rapids Dam (see Section 2.1.2).
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2.1.2 Ellensburg Formation

The Ellensburg Formation (shown previously in Figures 2.1.2 and 2.1.3) is the name applied to all
sediments interbedded with the Columbia River Basalt Group. At the Hanford Site, the Ellensburg
Formation mainly records the path of the ancestral Clearwater-Salmon River system as it flowed from the
Rocky Mountains west to its confluence with the Columbia near the present Priest Rapids Dam. During
this time, the Columbia River flowed along the western margin of the Columbia Basin. The Snake River
did not enter the Columbia Basin until it captured the Salmon-Clearwater River at the end of the Pliocene
(2 million years ago) when the Snake River completed eroding its channel through Hells Canyon. The
Salmon-Clearwater River geologic record consists of main stream and overbank deposits and sediments
derived from volcanic eruptions in the Pacific Northwest.

At the WTP site, the Ellensburg Formation consists offour members (Figure 2.1.3). These are, from
oldest to youngest, the Mabton (Figure 2.1.1 0), the Cold Creek (Figure 2.1.11), the Selah (Figure 2.1.12),
and the Rattlesnake Ridge (Figure 2.1.13) interbeds. The sediments dominantly consist of sand, silt, clay,
and minor ash and are well consolidated, with some partly cemented. Except for the Cold Creek Interbed,
these sediments indicate low-energy deposits with the main channels of the rivers away from the WTP
site. Also associated with the river deposits are volcanic ash layers derived from eruptions in the Pacific
Northwest. Some of these eruptions occurred as far away as southern Oregon and Idaho. During the
hiatuses between times of sediment and ash deposition, soils developed. Some soil layers are as much as
several feet thick.
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2.1.3 Ringold Formation

The Ringold Formation (Figure 2.1.2) overlies the Columbia River Basalt Group. At the WTP, it consists
of fluvial sediments deposited by the ancestral Columbia River system between about 5 and 10 Ma and
forms the Unit A gravels member of Wooded Island (Figure 2.1.2). The gravels are matrix-supported,
pebble to cobble gravels with a fine to coarse sand matrix. Interbedded lenses of silt and sand are
common. Cemented zones within the gravels are discontinuous and of variable thickness.

2.1.4 Hanford Formation

The Hanford formation (Figure 2.1.2) overlies the Ringold Formation. The Hanford formation consists of
glaciofluvial sediments deposited by cataclysmic floods from Glacial Lake Missoula between about 2 Ma
and 13 Ka. These deposits are subdivided under the WTP into 1) lower gravel-dominated and 2) upper
sand-dominated.

2.1.4.1 Lower Gravel-Dominated Sediment

The lower sediment generally consists of coarse-grained basaltic sand and granule to boulder gravel.
Many exposures on the Hanford Site (e.g., various burrow pits) show that these deposits typically have an
open framework texture, massive bedding, plane to low-angle bedding, and large-scale planar cross
bedding in outcrop. The gravel-dominated sediment was deposited by high-energy floodwaters in or
immediately adjacent to the main cataclysmic flood channelways.

2.1.4.2 Upper Sand-Dominated Sediment

The upper sediment consists of fine- to coarse-grained sand and granule gravel with sparse layers of
Cascade ash deposits. The sands typically have high basalt content and are commonly referred to as
black, gray, or salt-and-pepper sands. They may contain small pebbles and rip-up clasts, pebble-gravel
interbeds, and silty interbeds less than 3 ft (1 m) thick. The silt content of the sands is variable, but where
the silt is low, a well-sorted texture is common. The sand facies was deposited adjacent to main flood
channelways during the waning stages of flooding.

2.1.4.3 Holocene Sediments

Holocene sediments at Hanford typically consist of active and stabilized sand dunes as well as localized
alluvial fans and stream deposits. These sediments form a thin veneer across the WTP site.

2.1.5 Thickness of Units at Waste Treatment Plant Site

Based on numerous lithologic logs in the area of the WTP site, a table of thicknesses for the geologic
units present at the WTP has been developed. Figures 2.1.14 and 2.1.15 show the thickness of the
Hanford and Ringold formations; previous sections provided the thickness of the Saddle Mountains
Basalt and interbedded sediments of the Ellensburg Formation. These thicknesses are used for site
response models. Table 2.1.1 lists these thickness values and uncertainties chosen.
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The tOlallhickncss oflhe Hanford and Ringold fonnations, 365 ± 50 ft, IS slgnificamly less than the
5oo-ft thickness used m the existing seismic design basis at IIan ford (Geomalrix 1996). That study used
a modellhal was mtended 10 represent the average propcmes across the Ilanford lie and did not
represent a site-specific structure as is bemg developed here. The new, WTP site-specific model bemg
constructed here leads to ground motion resonances at frequencies dln-erent from the earlIer study,
pnmanly because of the thinner section of Hanford and Ringold fonnatlons.

The lhlckness of the addle Mountains Basalt and Inlcrbedded Ellensburg sediments IS 805 nat the WTP
slle and also was found to be important to lhe ground motIon response. Wlthm these layers. strong Vs
contrasts arc present bet~cen the basalts and sediments, which reflect or scalter the seismic waves as they
approach the surface, reducmg surface ground mOlions. There are \ cry lillie data on the Vs structure m
this depth range (365 to 1,165 ft); obtatnmg new data would require new borings through these depths.
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Table 2.1.1. Tluckness ofStl1H1graphlc Umts at the Waste Treatment Plant SlIe

Layer Croup
Formation Member Thickness, fl Thickness, rt

Hanford
Sand 165 ± 10

bravel loo± 10 365 ± 50

Ringold Unit A 100 ± 20

!Elephant Mountain 85± IS

lRattlesnake Ridge Imerbed 65± 10

lPomona Member 185 ± 10

addle Mountams Basalt
5elah Interbed 20± 10

80H 50
!Esquntzcl Member loo± 10

V-old Creek IrHerbed 9H 10

Umatilla Member 150± 10

Mabton Interbed 10H 10

Wnest Rapids Member

W_IlosII. oza Member 1100 ± 50
14000 ±3ooo

renchman Spnngs Member

Jrnnde Ronde Basalt 13000 ± 3000

2.1.6 Developmenl or Wasle Trealment 1)11101 Site Struligrllphy with Emphnsis 011 the
I)nlcochnnnel

The sediment that overlies the Columbm River Basalt Group at the WTP site records a period of
depoSItion and then eroSIOn (Reidel and Ilorton 1999). The Ringold Fonnatlon represents evolutionary
stages of the ancestral Columbia Ri ..'er system as II was forced to change cowse across the Columbia
Basm by the gro\\'\h of the Yakima Fold Belt. Ridges of the Yakima Fold Belt were growing dunng the
eruptlon of the Columbia Ri\er Basalt Group, but their innuence \\"as negated by the nearly complete
bunal of the ridges by each ne\\ basalt eruption. After the last major basalt eruption, the ridges began to
de\'e1op slgmficant topography. The highest topography first dneloped where the ridges IOtersectcd the
north-south trendmg Ilog Ranch-Naneum Ridge anticline along the ""estern boundary of the Pasco Basm
(Figure 2.1.1). Continued uphO of the Hog Ranch-Naneum Ridge anticline and the ridges of the Yakmm
Fold Belt forced the Columbia River and its confluence with the pre-Snake River (Salmon-Clearwater
River) cltstward. By 10.5 million years ugo, the Columbia River was flowing along the weSlcm boundary
of the IIan ford Site and then lurned southwestward through Sunnyside Gnp southwest of Ilanford and
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south past Goldendale, Washington. This was the time of the Snipes Mountain eonglomerate
(Figure 2.1.2) and marked the end of the Ellensburg Formation time.

Ringold Formation time began approximately 8.5 million years ago when the Columbia River abandoned
Sunnyside Gap, a water gap through the Rattlesnake Hills along the southwestern margin of the Hanford
Site, and began to flow across the Hanford Site, leaving the Pasco Basin through the current Yakima
River water gap along the southeastern end of the Rattlesnake Mountain anticline. The northern margin
of the 8.5 million-year-old Ice Harbor basalt controlled the Columbia River channel as it exited the Pasco
Basin.

The first record of the Columbia River at Hanford is in the extensive gravel and interbedded sand of
Unit A, Ringold Formation member of Wooded Island (Figure 2.1.2). The Columbia River was a
gravelly braided plain and widespread paleosol system that meandered across the Hanford Site.

At about 6.7 million years ago, the Columbia River abandoned the Yakima River water gap along the
southeastern extension of Rattlesnake Mountain and began to exit the Pasco Basin through Wallula Gap
(Figure 2.1.1), the present water gap where the Columbia River leaves Washington. The main channel of
the Columbia River in the Pasco Basin was still through Hanford and the 200 Areas. At this time, the
Columbia River sediments changed to a sandy alluvial system with extensive lacustrine and overbank
deposits. A widespread lacustrine-overbank deposit called the Lower Mud was deposited over much of
the Hanford Site at this time and is a nearly continuous feature under the 200 West Area and much of the
200 East Area (Reidel and Horton 1999).

The Lower Mud was then covered by another extensive sequence of gravcls and sands. The most
extensive of these is called Unit E, Ringold Formation member of Wooded Island, but locally other
sequences are recognized (e.g., Unit C). Unit E is one of the most extensive Ringold gravels and appears
to be continuous under much of the 200 Areas.

The Columbia River sediments became more sand-dominated after 5 million years ago when more than
90 m (295 ft) of interbedded fluvial sand and overbank deposits accumulated at Hanford. These deposits
are collectively called the Ringold Formation member of Taylor Flat (Figure 2.1.2). The fluvial sands of
the Ringold Formation member of Taylor Flat dominate the lower cliffs of the White Bluffs.

Between 4.8 million years ago to the end of Ringold time at 3.4 million years ago, lacustrine deposits
dominated Ringold deposition. A series of three successive lakes is recognized along the White Bluffs
and elsewhere along the margin of the Pasco Basin. The lakes probably resulted from damming of the
Columbia River farther downstream, possibly near the Columbia Gorge. The lacustrine and related
deposits in the Pasco Basin are collectively called the member of Savage Island (Figure 2.1.2). Because
of the extensive lake that covered most of the Pasco Basin, the velocity of the Columbia River was greatly
reduced and thus did not deposit gravels over the Hanford area during this period.

At the end of Ringold time, the Pacific Northwest underwent regional uplift, resulting in a change in base
level for the Columbia River system. Uplift caused a change from sediment deposition to regional
incision and sediment removal. Regional incision is especially apparent in the Pasco Basin where nearly
100 m (328 ft) of Ringold sediment have been removed from the Hanford area and the WTP. The
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regional incision marks the beginning of Cold Creek timc (Figure 2.1.2) and the end of major deposition
by the Columbia River.

Regional incision and crosion by the Columbia River during Cold Creek time is most apparent in the
surface elevation change of the Ringold Formation across the Hanford Sitc. The elevation of the surfacc
of the Ringold Formation decreases toward the present-day Columbia River channel. In the southwestern
part of the Pasco Basin near the 200 West Area, less incision of the Ringold Formation occurred than at
thc 200 East Area. The greatest amount of incision is near the current river channel. This increasing
incision into the Ringold Formation toward the current Columbia River channel occurred with time as the
channel of the Columbia River moved eastward across Hanford.

As incision of the Columbia progressed eastward across Hanford, the eroded surface of the Ringold
Formation in the 200 West Area was left at a higher elevation than at the 200 East Area. This also
indicates that the surface of the Ringold in the 200 West Area is older than that in thc 200 East Area and
thus was exposed to weathering processes for a much longer time. This higher surface at the 200 West
Area accounts for the isolated deposits of the fluvial sands of the Ringold Formation member of Taylor
Flat. Isolated pockets of these fluvial sands remained as the Columbia River channel progressed
eastward. At the 200 East Area, the ancestral Columbia Rivcr was able to cut completely through the
Ringold Formation to thc top of the basalt, forming what is termed the paleochannel in this report. The
paleochannel can be traced from Gable Gap across the eastern part of the 200 East Area and WTP and to
the southeast.

The Cold Creek unit (Figure 2.1.2) is the main sediment that records the geologic events between the
incision by the Columbia River and the next major cvent, the Missoula floods (Hanford formation
Figure 2.1.2). The older Ringold surface at the 200 West Area was exposed to weathering, resulting in
the formation of a soil horizon on its surface. Bccause the climate was becoming arid, the resulting soil
became a pedogenically altered, carbonate-rich, cemcnted paleosol. The development of this carbonate
rich paleosol is much greater in the 200 West Area than in the 200 East Area due to longer exposure of
the surface. This ancient paleosol is referred to as the lower Cold Creek unit.

During the Cold Creek time, fluvial deposits from major rivers (Yakima, Salmon-Clearwater-Snake, and
Columbia) were deposited on the Ringold Formation in the Pasco Basin. In the central Pasco Basin east
of 200 East Area, a thick sheet of gravel, informally called the Cold Creek unit (Figure 2.1.2), overlies the
Ringold Formation. In earlier literature at Hanford, they were called the Pre-Missoula gravels. The Cold
Creek unit is up to 25 m (82 ft) thick and may be difficult to distinguish from the underlying Ringold
gravels and overlying Hanford deposits. The Cold Creek unit gravels are interpreted to be a Pleistocene
age, post-Ringold incision phase of the Columbia River as it flowed through Gable Gap.

As the Columbia River incised into the Ringold Formation near the 200 East Area, eroded and reworked
Ringold sediment was incorporated into this later phase of the Columbia River. In the eastern part of the
200 East Area, Ringold-type gravels have been encountered that more closely resemble Missoula flood
gravels, with characteristics like caliche cementation similar to the Cold Creek unit. These sediments are
interpreted as Pliocene to Pleistocene age deposits of the Columbia River, and descriptions commonly
include this uncertainty.
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During the Pleistocene, cataclysmic floods inundated the Pasco Basin several times when ice dams failed
in northern Washington. Current interpretations suggest as many as 100 flooding events occurred as ice
dams holding back glacial Lake Missoula repeatedly formed and broke. In addition to larger major flood
episodes, there were probably numerous smaller individual flood events. Deciphering the history of
cataclysmic flooding in the Pasco Basin is complicated, not only because of floods from multiple sources
but also because the paths of Missoula floodwaters migrated and changed course with the advance and
retreat of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet.

In addition to sedimentological evidence for cataclysmic flooding in the Pasco Basin, high-water marks
and faint strandlines occur along the basin margins. Temporary lakes were created when floodwaters
were hydraulically dammed, resulting in the formation of Lake Lewis behind Wallula Gap. Formation of
this lake and its overflow may have initiated in the Columbia Gorge, as indicated by similar high-water
marks both upstream and downstream of Wallula Gap. High-water mark elevations for Lake Lewis,
inferred from ice-rafted erratics on ridges ranges from 370 to 385 m (1,214 to 1,261 ft) above sea level.
The lack of well-developed strandlines and the absence of typical lake deposits overlying flood deposits
suggest that Lake Lewis was short-lived.

The 200 West and 200 East Areas occur on a major depositional feature called the Cold Creek bar.
Recent studies using the magnetic polarity of the sediments have shown that the earliest floods may have
occurred as long ago as 2 million years. Four magnetic polarity reversals have been found in sediments
from core holes in the 200 East Area. These polarity reversals have paleosols at the top of each reversed
sequence of sediments. The oldest sediments occur in the ancestral Columbia River channels where the
Cold Creek unit sediments occur.

Since the end of the Pleistocene, the main geologic process has been wind. After the last Missoula flood
drained from the Pasco Basin, winds moved the loose, unconsolidated material until vegetation was able
to stabilize it. Stabilized sand dunes cover much of the Pasco Basin, but there are areas, such as along the
Hanford Reach National Monument, where active sand dunes remain.

2.1.7 Nature of the Paleochannel Under the Waste Treatment Plant Site

The subsurface expression of the paleochannel is defined by the surface of the uneroded remnants of the
Ringold Formation and Columbia River Basalt Group. The Columbia River Basalt Group gently tilts
south (Figure 2.1.16) toward the axis of the Cold Creek syncline and appears to have no significant
erosion under the WTP. The channel now is filled with sediments of the Hanford formation. No
Columbia River Basalt Group lavas have been eroded from the channel under the WTP (Figure 2.1.17).

Two deeper parts of the main channel are in the vicinity of the WTP (Figures 2.1.17 and 2.1.18). The
deeper one is west of the WTP; the shallower one is under the WTP. The elevation of the surface of the
paleochannel on the west side of WTP site is approximately 414 ft above mean sea level (MSL). The
elevation of the surface of the paleochannel on the east side of the WTP site is approximately 438 ft
above MSL. The maximum relief on the surface of the paleochannel under the WTP site is approximately
70 ft. The deepest elevation (lowest point) under the WTP is 370 ft above MSL.
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The topography of the surface defined by the contact between the Hanford and Ringold formations was
examined for its effect on the ground motion response, by varying both the Ringold Formation thickness
and velocity, and was found not to have a major effect. The existing site-wide model had the top of the
Ringold Formation at a depth of 250 ft and alternative Vs models for the Ringold (Geomatrix 1996),
which are similar to those found in this study.
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2.2 Density of Units at Waste Treatment Plant Site

Densities of the sedimentary, basalt, and interbeds were measured in the late 1970s and early 1980s by the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) (Robbins et al. 1979, 1983) using a borehole gravity meter. Table 2.2.1
summarizes these measurements and displays the average values from the available boreholes.

These densities are used to develop the site response modeling. The somewhat lower density for the
Wanapum Basalt (2.7 versus 2.8 for some flows) reflects an average over the entire depth extent,
including interflow zones in these basalts.

The shallow Hanford formation was subdivided into an upper sand-dominated layer and a lower gravel
dominated layer. Shannon & Wilson, Inc. (2000) determined the following values (converted for
comparison to USGS values above):

Unit Density, pcf Density, gm/cc

Hanford sands 110 1.76

Hanford gravels 120 1.92

Ringold Formation 125 2.00

The ground motion response model uses the Shannon & Wilson (2000) model for the Hanford sands and
gravels but retains the higher density for the Ringold Formation at the WTP site.

Lower Ringold densities are observed to vary from 2.0 to 2.3 gm/cc, systematically with lithology. The
value of 2.3 was chosen to be used to represent the gravel characteristic that is thought to underlie the
WTP site. If a sand- or silt-dominated Ringold were assumed, a lower value would be appropriate. Note

that the interbed densities are in the range 2.1 to 2.3 gm/cc, even at depths near 1,000 ft. The final model,
Table 2.2.2, adopts the Shannon & Wilson (2000) Hanford sand and gravel values.
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Table 2.2.1. Densities of Units from Borehole Gravity Measurements (gm/cc). The Upper Ringold
corresponds to the Taylor Flat member, and the remaining Ringold units correspond to the
Wooded Island member in Figure 2.1.2.

UNIT RRL-03 RRl-04 RRl·05 RRl·06 RRL·07 RRl·08 RRL'09 DC-3 DC·5 DC·7 AVE
_:aa:z::====================================:======================z=za=a:s••zsz:zc:s:
HANFORD FM

RINGOLD UNDIF.

1.9477 1.7832 1.731 1.713 1.8083 1.862 1.931 1.65 1.79 1.64 1.786

2.36 2.36 2.12 2.280

UPPER RINGOLD 2.0597 1.875 1.7517 2.274 1.8307 1.656 1.959

MIDDLE RINGOLD 2.3651 2.3861 2.426 2.36 2.4013 2.4069 2.362
CONGLOMERATE

LOIIER RINGOLD 2.143 1.9855 2.024 2.005 2.0335 2.025 2.026

BASAL RINCOLD 2.369 2.3603 2.3113 2.153 2.3123 2.231 2.478

ELEPHANT MT 2.8208 2.678 2.658 2.747
MEMBER

1. 915

2.035

2.316

2.84 2.78 2.72 2.749

RATTLESNAKE 1.9813
RIDGE I NTERBED

POMONA

SELAH I NTERBED

ESQUATZEL

COLD CREEK I NT •

UMATILLA MBR

MABTON INTERBED

SADDLE HTNS.
II/ELLENSBERG

WANAPUM

2.027

2.626

2.25

1.94 2.22 2.03 2.040

2.85 2.76 2.82

2.23 2.47 2.14 2.280

2.83 2.57 2.79 2.730

2.11 2.19 2.56

2.71 2.72 2.68 2.703

2•26 1. 95 2. 12

2.48 2.46 2.56

2.73 2.76 2.71 2.733



Table 2.2.2. Formation·Based Densities for the WTP Site Response Model

La}er
rhlckness Group Thickness,Ioensit)

Formallon Member r, r, Il,m/c('

Hanford
and 165± 10 1,76

k;rnv('1 100± 10
365 ± 50

192

mgold URltA 100± 20 23

Ir.lepham Mountain 85 ± 15 2.8

!RaIlI('SlUlk(' Ridge Imerbcd 65 ± 10 21

[Pomona Member 185 ± 10 28

Saddle \1ountams Basal!
~Iah Intcrbcd 20± 10

80H 50
2.3

!£squauel Member 100± 10 2.1

~old Creek Interbcd 95± 10 2.3

lumaulla Member 150± 10 2.1

Mabton Inlcrbcd 105± 10 2.1

Priest Rapids Member

Wanapwn Basalt Roza Member l100±50 IIOO±50 2.1

Frenchman Springs Member

2.3 Velocity Model for Hanford and Ringold Sediments

This set:tion describes the dam and the analysis used to construct a model for the shear wave velocity
struclUrc of the sedimentary Hanford and Ringold layers at the WTP site. Data on the Vs structure of the
Ilanford and Rmgold fonnations described below \\ere collected ret:emly (1999 and 20(4) using state-of·
the-an methods.

In 1999. a comprehenSive geotechnical field and laboratory In\ estlgatlon of the WTP Site was performed
by Shannon & Wilson (see Shannon & Wilson 2000). Because It was known from other Hanford Site
projects that the site IS very competent for beanng purposes. the emphaSIS was placed on geophysical
measurement to develop dynamic soil properties for soll·structure Interaction analysis.
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Among borings, test pits, and laboratory testing, the investigation included

• 26 seismic cone penetrometer tests (SCPTs) (Figure 2.3.1), extending to depths of between 75ft
and 100 ft, to more clearly define stratigraphy and to obtain additional shear wave and
compressional wave velocities of the subsurface soils

• 4 deep borings in each of the major process building areas to a depth of 260 ft to 270 ft
(Figure 2.3.2) - Downhole seismic testing was performed in each of the 4 deep borings to obtain
shear and compressional wave velocities of the subsurface soils.

• 4 refraction survey lines to provide measurements of shear and compressional shear wave
velocities to depths of approximately 350 ft - The refraction lines cross all major buildings in the
facility.

Data from the 26 SCPTs and the 4 downhole borings are described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2,
respectively.

The refraction survey lines were considered to be inferior to the SCPT and downhole data, and the deeper
data were ambiguous regarding the depth and material (Ringold Unit A versus basalt) sampled by the
refraction surveys. Refraction profiling is more sensitive to assumptions about the actual path the seismic
waves travel compared to the SCPT and downhole methods. There are sufficient data from these two
methods, so the refraction data were not considered further.

Additional data were collected in 2004 to resolve questions about the earthquake ground motion response
of the WTP. A borehole was drilled down to the top of the basalt, 540 ft deep and approximately 6,000 ft
west-southwest of the WTP site, and lined with PVC casing. This position was chosen because of its
geologic similarity to that inferred under the WTP (the Ringold had not been so eroded) and its location
outside an existing contaminated groundwater aquifer, making it readily accessible. Data also were
collected using existing boreholes (with stainless steel casing) surrounding the WTP site that could be
logged to shallower depth (up to 260 ft, essentially through the Hanford formation), avoiding the
contaminated aquifer.

The velocity measurements that were made included

• downhole Vs and Vp measurements in the 540-ft-deep borehole (named the Shear Wave
Borehole, SWVB; Figure 2.3.2) - Measurements made include measurements to detect
anisotropy (Section 2.3.3).

• downhole Vs measurements in four additional boreholes (Figure 2.3.2) to depths of 200 to 260 ft
(Section 2.3.3)

• in-hole suspension logging of the 540-ft-deep SWVB to confirm the results of the downhole
method (Section 2.3.4) - This method required a water-filled borehole, and well construction
failures limited the measurement depth range in this borehole to below 361 ft. A paired second
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borehole was constructed and logged, but the logging was nOI successful In completing
measurements above this depth due to borehole casing resonances.

• spectral analysIs of surface \\,a\:es (SASW) In the vicinity ofthc above 5 boreholes and at 4
additional local ions althe perimeter of the WTP Slle (Figure 2.3.2) (Section 2.3.5) - An
additional SASW location was chosen to measure velocity directly on basah (sec Section 2.4.7).

The locations of these measurements arc summanzed In Figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 .
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2.3.1 Shannon & Wilson Seismic Cone Penetrometer Velocities at the Waste Treatment
Plant Site

The 1999 seismic cone penetrometer data were collected by Advanced Research Associates (Shannon &
Wilson 2000, Section 4.5 and Appendix C). Both Vp and VS measurements were made every 3 ft at
26 locations (Figure 2.3.1) at the WTP site, to depths ranging from 75 to 100 ft. The locations represent
the footprint of four major structures constituting the WTP complex. The offset distance from the top of
the penetrometer rod was 6 ft for the compressional wave source and 3 ft for the shear wave source.
Therefore, velocities measured at depths comparable to these offset distances may not be as accurate due

to raypath effects.
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These data ....ere reviewed and are considered to be the best source ofaccurme shallow velocity data, and

are all overlaid In Figure 2.3.1.1. These data were statistically averaged and then blended with the other
shallow \eloclty dala from downhole and SASW measurements descnbcd In ectlOns 2.3.2 through 2.3.5.
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Figure 2.3.1.1. Summary of Seismic Cone Penetrometer Vs Profiles

2.3.2 Shannon & Wilson Downhole Velocities from the Waste Treatment I'hull Sile

Investigation

The 1999 Olackhawk Geometrics downhole measurements (Shannon & Wilson 2000, Section 2.3.2 and

AppendIX B) were made 10 depths of260 to 270 n. The locations of these boreholes (Figure 2.3.2) orc
also (as with mOSI of the sePT locations) directly under four of the major stnlClllres constituting the WTP
complex. The travel time and measurement geomctry lire included CIS tables in Blackhawk's Appendix B.

Thc data were taken with a source that was offset from the top of the borehole by 20 ft, so near-surface
velocltlcs may not be very accuratc due to raypath complicallons. onsistent rcsults are oblained from

these four boreholcs and, in the uppennost 100 ft, also arc conSistent with the rcsuhs of tile CPT

measurements.

The trnvelllffics. corrected by the slant distance (due to the 20-0 offset source), were ploued on reduced
velOCity diagrams by removing an average slope of 2,000 fps from the travel times (Figures 2.3.2.1

through 2.3.2.4). Domg so enhances changes in slope to estimale depth ranges ha\ mg near-constant

\'cloclty, After mterprelatlon by fitting by eye, data pomts wcre selected that represented stralght·lme

segments and were fitted usmg least squares. The IIlterscctlons of dl fferent velOCity segments ....ere

calculated from the least-square fits.
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Similar results were found at the four boreholes, although there were problems interpreting several parts
of the data. In borehole BD-8, there was an apparent high-velocity interval in the 170- to 220-ft depth
range. This was considered inconsistent with the other data, and a straight-line was fit from depths of 170
to 260 ft. In borehole BD-23, there were inconsistent data at 35- and 40-ft depths that were excluded
from the fit. In borehole BD-35, it appears that there was a shift of the travel times at depths greater than
50 ft, as might occur if a different cycle of the signal became more visible.

The results of this reinterpretation are shown in Table 2.3.2. I and superimposed on a plot of velocity
versus depth in Figure 2.3.2.5. Four layers are interpreted, each with similar velocity and depth extent.

Table 2.3.2.1. Shannon & Wilson Block Velocity Model from Downhole Data

Layer 1 2 3 4

Hole No. z Vs se z Vs sc z Vs se z Vs se Notes

BD-08 0 627 (9) 15 1225 (56) 63 1756 (34) 169 2510 (133) 1

BD-23 0 532 (20) 16 1308 (212) 58 1678 (37) 159 2280 (37) 2

BD-35 0 531 (20) 16 1114 (31 ) 55 1991 (27) 196 2387 (79) 3

BD-47 0 433 (53) 14 1156 (6 I) 52 1863 (22) 186 2332 (70)
Notes: Z, depth to layer top; Vs, shear wave velocity; se, standard error of velocity

I: Layer 4 high velocity;
2: Layer 2 did not fit 2 points;
3: Layer 3 has travel time offset, affects layer depths

A comparison of Figure 2.3.2.5 to the original interpretation Figure 2.3.2.6 (Shannon & Wilson 2000,
Figure 7-25), shows less scatter for the reinterpreted velocities compared to thc original interpretation as
interval velocities. The high interval velocities at shallow depth (25-50 ft: BD-23; 50-75 ft: BD-35) noted
above arc apparent, as arc most of the high interval velocities at depths below 175ft from borchole BD
08.

Figure 2.3.2.7 compares the downhole data from the four boreholes to the 26 SePT profiles from the
previous section. They are in general agreement with the SePT data at depths less than 100 ft, but the
velocities from the downhole block model are somewhat lower around the 50-ft depth and near the
surface. Faster velocities (shorter travel times) from the shallowest downhole measurements would result
if raypaths are refracted by a velocity gradient near the surface, but are still interpreted based on the
assumed geometric straight-line distanec. Therefore, this does not explain the lower downhole velocities
at very shallow depths (15 ft and less). Ten feet of this shallow material were excavated, filled, and
compacted, so the very shallow velocities ultimately are not used in the ground motion response
modeling.
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The comparison of the downhole and SePT Vs profiles presented in Figure 2.3.2.7 shows the range of
velocity profiles available for the upper 100 ft (downhole and SePT) and the range of models for depths
between 100 and 270 ft (four downhole only). This set of data, taken from a tight geographical area
representing the actual footprints of four major structures constituting the WTP complex, will be further
compared and averaged with the additional downhole measurements (Section 2.3.3) and SASW
measurements (Section 2.3.4). The latter were taken over a broader geographical area. All data are later
combined into final models for the Hanford and Ringold formation Vs profile in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2.3.2.1. Reinterpretation ofShannon & Wilson Downhole Data from BD-08
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WTP Borehole 80-23
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WTP Borehole 8D-47
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2.3.3 Nc\\ Downhole Velocity Measurements

A team from onhland Geophysical and Redpath Geophysics collected dovo'Ohole seismic velocity
surveys In SIX boreholes surroundmg the \VTP Site In 2()().l (Nonhland Geophysical 20(4). The locations
of these measurements are shown In Figure 2.3.2. One orthe boreholes (SWVB) was specially
constructed to 540 ft deep. through the entire section oCthe Hanford and Rmgold sediments to the lOP of

the basah. and completed using PVC casing.
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A summary of the boreholes and measurements is shown in Table 2.3.3.1. Source offset was 12 ft (14 ft
for the one compressional source). Interpreted velocities at comparable depth are subject to greater
inaccuracy because of the potential for raypaths not to be straight geometrical paths as is assumed in the
analysis. Travel times were measured every 3 ft in the top 100 ft, every 5 ft down to 300 ft depth, and
every lOft below that.

Table 2.3.3.1. Summary of Downhole Velocity Measurements

Borehole Survey
Number Depth, ft Remarks

299-E24-21 230
Stainless casing, oriented transducer
Shear wave only

299-E26-10 180
Stainless casing, oriented transducer
Shear wave only

699-41-42 260
Stainless casing, oriented transducer
Shear wave only

699-37-43 250
Carbon steel casing, unoriented transducer
Shear wave only

SWVB
PVC-cased

(C4562) 530
Shear-wave anisotropy investigated
Compression-wave measured
Stainless casing, oriented transducer

299-EI7-21 200 Shear wave only
(20 ft from SWVB)

An example of the interpreted Vs results, from the SWVB, is shown in Figure 2.3.3.1. The velocity
change from near 2,000 to 2,700 fps at the 260-ft depth reflects the change from sand-dominated to
gravel-dominated Hanford formation at 250 ft. There is no apparent change in velocity at a depth of
320 ft, the contact between the lower Hanford gravels and the upper Ringold gravels (Unit E). A low
velocity zone from 390 to 424 ft is detected and correlates with a fine-grained mud layer (Lower Mud; see
Section 2.1.6). The velocity below this layer, 4,310 fps, corresponds again to a gravel layer (Unit A) in
the lower Ringold.

Table 2.3.3.2 and Figure 2.3.3.2 summarize the results from the six boreholes. Velocity measurements
made in the SWVB and in borehole 299-EI7-21, located 20 ft from SWVB, are within 5% to 8% of each
other. This suggests that there may be similar velocity variability over short distances at other locations
such as in the WTP area. The shear wave onset signals do not appear to be significantly worse in the
steel-cased borehole 299-E17-21 compared to the SWVB.

The SWVB borehole is one of only two borehole velocity measurement of the Ringold sediments below
the 250-ft depth. The only other borehole where the Ringold was present in the measurement depth range
is borehole 699-41-42, which detected a velocity of approximately 4,000 fps over a 10-ft section at the
bottom of the borehole. Ringold Unit A, the 4,000-fps gravel layer at the bottom of the SWVB, is
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Table 2.3.3.2. Shear Wave Velocities from Downhole Measurements

Borehole Location, NAD27 Depth Range, ft Velocity, ftIsec

0-11 830

II - 54 1440

SWVB
54 - 135 1705

(C4562)
N46° 32.584' 135-210 1860

30°- Source
WI 19° 31.947' 210 - 260 2045

260 - 390 2730

390 - 424 1940

424 - 530 4310
0-10 875

299-£17-21 N46° 32.583'
10 - 50 1430

(20' from SWVB)
50 -70 ?

WI 19° 31.955'
70 - 140 1645
140 - 200 2005

0-6 900

N46° 33.016'
6 - 36 1160

299-£24-21 36 - 93 1400
WI 19° 31.535'

93 - 186 1665

186 - 230 1890

N46° 33.725'
0-14 985

299-£26-10 14 - 66 1570
WI 19° 30.778'

66 - 180 2200

0- 13 665

N46° 33.195'
13 - 48 1435

699-41-42 48 - 180 1830
WI 19° 29.589'

180 - 250 2340

250 - 260 4000 ±
0-14 520

699-37-43
N46° 32.506' 14 - 90 1145

WI 19° 29.830' 90 - 190 1810
190 - 250 2565

interpreted here from lithologic logs. Generally, in the Hanford formation, velocities 2,200 fps and below
are associated with the Hanford sands, and velocities above 2,200 ips are associated with the lower
Hanford gravel (and Ringold gravels).

Anisotropy was not an expected characteristic of sands and gravels, but measurements were made with
four different polarizations of the shear waves, with one of the polarizations (138°) oriented parallel with
the predominant southeastern flow directions that laid down the sediments. Travel times corresponding to
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the different polarizations agreed to within I%, indicating no anisotropy. The velocities in the southeast
and perpendicular directions are listed in Table 2.3.3.3

Compressional wave measurements were made at the SWVB borehole only, because the metal casing in
the other boreholes obscures the compression wave onset. Table 2.3.3.3 shows the resulting Vp values
and calculated Poisson's ratio for the different depth intervals. Poisson's ratio (or the ratio VpNs) in
sedimentary materials becomes an important clement in the development of the velocity model. Much of
the data available for deeper sedimentary layers (the interbeds in the Saddle Mountains Basalt) is only
Vp, and Poisson's ratio must be assumed in the modeling of the SASW data (see Section 2.3.5).

Table 2.3.3.3. SWVB Vs Anisotropy, Vp, and Poisson's Ratios. The two polarization orientations,

138° and 48°, are approximately parallel to and perpendicular to the depositional flow
direction, respectively.

Velocity, fUsec
Poisson's

Depth Range, ft Shear Wave Compression Ratio

480 1380 Wave (480 Source)

0- II 830 770 1200 0.04

II - 54 1440 1430 2190 0.12
54 - 135 1705 1710 2525 0.08

135 - 210 1860 1895 3180 0.24
210 - 260 2045 2125 3180 0.15

260 - 390 2730 2755 5475 0.33
390 - 424 1940 2015 5475 0.43
424 - 530 4310 4335 9440 0.37

Figure 2.3.3.3 shows a comparison of the NorthlandlRedpath downhole Vs profiles to those produced
from the WTP site investigation downhole and SCPT (Shannon & Wilson 2000). Lower velocities are
found in the upper 90 ft at two boreholes south of the WTP site (SWVB and 37-43) compared to those
from the WTP site itself. The other three NorthlandlRedpath profiles arc in better agreement. There is
general agreement between the WTP downhole and Northland/Redpath downhole velocity profiles below
90-ft depths to a depth of 250 ft.
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2.3.4 New Suspension Logging Measurements

Additional measurcmenls wcre made In the SWVB (C4562; see figure 2.3.3.2 for location) uSing a
suspension logging system by GeovislOn Geophysical Services In 2()().l (Geovlsion 200·J). The SWVB
PVC casing was cmcked at the 3604ft depth and could not hold water required to use thiS method (the
water table IS at 330 ft). A second borehole (C4666) was dnllcd to 375 nabout 20 ft from the SWVB and
completed watenlghl The SWVB measurements wcre made from depths of338 to 525 ft, and the
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measurements in the replacement borehole C4666 were made from 4 to 370 f1. The measurement interval
was 1.64 ft (0.5 m). However, the waveforms for the data above a depth of 360 ft prevented a useful
analysis and were not reported. It was thought that the well construction, cementing of the casing, and
attempts to plug the leak at the 360-ft depth may have prevented obtaining clear signals using this
method.

The results of the suspension logging from 360 to 525 ft are shown in Figure 2.3.4.1.

The log begins with a 2,000 fps Vs between 360- and 430-ft depths. As noted for the downhole log in
Section 2.3.3, this interval is in the Lower Mud unit of the Ringold Formation, and the fine-grained mud
has a low velocity. Below the 440-ft depth, the log detects layers with relatively high Vs of 5,200 to
6,400 fps alternating with relatively low Vs of 2,000 to 2,500 fps. This is a different result from the
SWVB downhole log, where an average velocity of 4,300 fps was determined, although the average
velocities in this interval are comparable (see below). It is not surprising that the downhole logging did
not detect the low-velocity layer near 465 ft; this layer is only 10ft thick (the same as the downhole log
spacing). The low-velocity layer between 495- and 515-ft depths could have been detected between only
two or three measurements. Lithologic logs showed a silt layer in this interval, so this is an additional
example of fine-grained Ringold layers having characteristic low velocity.

The accumulated travel times for the suspension log were compared to those from the downhole log
(Geovision 2004) and are shown in Figure 2.3.4.2. The travel times differ by only 2%, reflecting the
consistency of velocities determined by the two methods.

Although it is clear that the downhole method does not have as tight a resolution of thin layers as does
this suspension log, such thin layers are not expected to affect the response of the WTP site to earthquake
ground motions, because ground motions of interest have lower frequency (longer wavelength).
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2.3.5 Spectral Analysis of Shear Waves (SASW) Measurements

Researchers from the University of Texas at Austin measured surface wave dispersion at 10 sites (Lines I
through 9, Figure 2.3.2) in 2004 (Stokoe et al. 2005). Five of these locations were within approximately
50 ft from each of the five borehole locations that were logged using downhole methods (Sections 2.3.3
and 2.3.4; note that although six boreholes were used in the downhole logging, two were co-located).
Four additional SASW measurements were made at locations along the perimeter of the WTP
construction site. The tenth measurement was made approximately 6 miles northwest of the WTP
location directly on basalt (location shown in Figure 2.1.7) for comparison to the other SASW sites where
the basalts are 270 to 540 ft deep. The SASW method was chosen because it provided a means to extend
the Vs profiles below the approximately 250-ft depth of most of the borehole measurements using a
surface technique. The orientations of the profiles were chosen based on geographic logistical
considerations and not for any particular geologic reasons.

Borehole logging in the water wells was performed only in the upper 200- to 250-ft depths in the
Northland/Redpath study (except the SWVB to 540-ft depth; Seetion 2.3.3). Borehole logging to 260- to
270-ft depths was performed by Blackhawk at the WTP site (Section 2.3.2). These data therefore provide
VS information for the Hanford formation but do not provide much information for the Vs profile in the
Ringold Formation. The Ringold Formation is known to be of variable thickness and is highly variable in
its velocity, depending on the lithology. Muds and silts within the Ringold Formation have low Vs, near
2,000 fps, while the gravels have high Vs, near 4,000 fps, based on the section of Ringold Formation that
was measured in the SWVB (Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). The presence of a paleochannel that was eroded
into the Ringold Formation changes its thickness from 100 ft to nearly zero at the locations where the
SASW measurement were made. One of the main objectives of the SASW study was to obtain Vs
profiles near the WTP site for the depth range of the Ringold Formation. These measurements could not
be made in boreholes at this depth because of the contaminated groundwater plume.

Figures 2.3.5.1 through 2.3.5.5 show the SASW-derived Vs profiles superimposed on the profiles from
the downhole logs at the five locations where both types of measurements were made. The SASW and
the downhole logs give comparable results in the top 200 to 250 ft of the profiles (in the Hanford
Formation sands and gravels). However, at sites 1,6, and 8, (Figures 2.3.5.1,2.3.5.3, and 2.3.5.4), higher
Vs are measured using the downhole method (near 2,600 fps) in the depth range of200 to 250 ft, while
the SASW Vs remain near 2,000 fps.

At the SWVB loeation (Line I, Figure 2.3.2) where the downhole log extended through the Ringold
Formation to the top of basalt, the SASW profile eventually increases to near 4,000 fps at the 450-ft
depth, near the same depth where the downhole log Vs increases to 4,500 fps. However, it does not seem
to respond to the upper Ringold Unit E present at this location. The SASW method is not capable of
detecting thin low-velocity zones at depths within the Ringold, as were seen in the suspension logging.

At site 6 (Figure 2.3.5.3), the downhole measurements barely detected a 4,000-fps layer at the bottom of
the borehole. The lithologic logs for this borehole indicate the presence of Ringold Unit A, which has a
Vs near 4,000 fps, comparable to that found in the SWVB location.
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At site 8, the SASW Vs profile remains ncar 2000 fps from 150- to 400-ft depths. The downhole log
detected an increase to near 2,500 fps near the 200-ft depth. This is similar to the difference between the
two results found at the SWVB (site 1). In these two locations, the upper part of the Ringold Formation
has not been eroded, and the SASW does not respond to the increase in Vs of the gravels of the Ringold
Unit E. In contrast, the lower Ringold Unit A is picked up by the SASW measurements, with Vs near
4,000 fps, at the approximate depth from the lithologic log (which extends deeper than the downhole

measurements). These are important observations in comparing the two methods, but upper Ringold
structure does not affect the WTP site where most of the upper Ringold, ineluding Unit E, has been
removed by erosion.

The deeper parts of the SASW Vs profiles show increases in Vs to 4,000 to 5,000 fps. The depths to
these velocity horizons are consistent with the depth to the top of the uppermost basalt flow. The SASW
determined Vs for the basalts is described later in Section 2.4.4 after the other borehole Vs data for the

basalts have been presented for comparison.

Most of the remaining SASW measurements consist of those taken around the perimeter of the WTP
construction site. Site 6, shown previously (Figure 2.3.5.3), comprises one of these. The SASW profiles
for sites 3, 4,5, and 7 are shown in Figures 2.3.5.6, 2.3.5.7, 2.3.5.8, and 2.3.5.9, respectively. At site 3,
the Ringold Formation has been completely eroded, and the Hanford formation directly overlies the basalt
at a depth of 380 ft, near where Vs jumps up to 4,000 fps.

At site 4, Vs increases to approximately 2,500 to 3,000 fps at a depth of 250 ft, and, at 400 ft, the top of
basalt coincides with the jump to 4,000 fps. The Ringold Unit A gravels are found in this borehole at a
depth of260 ft. The 2,500- to 3,000-fps Vs below the 250-ft depth at this location is interpreted to be a
measurement of the Ringold Vs, one that is in proximity to the WTP. This Vs value is lower than the
approximately 4,000 fps Vs measured at the SWVB or at three other SASW measurement locations
around the periphery of the WTP (sites 4,5, and 6). The low Vs measured in the Ringold Formation at
site 3 introduces an important uncertainty in the Vs model constructed for the Ringold Formation used in
ground motion response modeling.

At site 5, Ringold Unit A gravels have a higher Vs just below 4,000 fps above 400 ft, and the basalts have

a higher Vs below this depth, near 5,500 fps. At site 7, Ringold Unit A gravels have a Vs near 3,000 fps
just above the 300-ft depth, but the topmost basalt flow has a low Vs, below 4,000 fps, until depths of
400 ft and greater, where it jumps to 5,000 fps.

In summary, the SASW gives results comparable to the downhole Vs surveys in the upper 250 ft where
the Hanford sands and gravels represent the lithology. The Vs in the Hanford formation gradually
increase from below 1,000 fps at the surface to near 2,000 fps at the bottom of the Hanford formation.
The SASW variably detects the Ringold units below these depths. The Ringold Formation, where
present, is variably represented by a Vs increase (relative to the Hanford formation) to a range between
2,500 and 4,000 fps. The low Vs measured at site 3 produces an important uncertainty in the Vs model
constructed for the Ringold Formation that is ineluded in ground motion response modeling.
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SASW-measured Vs In the basalt is also variable and is discussed rurther In Secllon 2.4.4, where the
SASW data are compared to deep borehole \-'e1ocity measurements. SASW-measured Vs In basalts
exposed at the surface at SASW site 10 also arc compared.
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2.4 Velocity Model for Basalts and Interbeds

JOO

Over the years, numerous borehole studies have been conducted at the Hanford Site to dctcnnine the
structure of tile underlying Columbia River Basalt Group. These studies were conducted as parts of a
variery of nuclear waste comamination and isolation studies at the I-Ian ford Sile. Many of these borehole
investigations were the result oro nuclear waste repository siting study. the Basalt Waste Isolation
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Project, conducted in the late 1970s through 1988. These data are the only information available on the
properties of the basalts at the WTP site and are assembled and used here to constrain the elements of the
velocity model below the sedimentary layers.

The locations of deep boreholes that have compressional wave borehole logs are shown in Figure 2.4.1.
These logs, in the form of in-well suspension logs, or surface-to-borehole checkshot surveys, are used in
Section 2.4.1 to develop the Vp model for the basalts and interbeds. Section 2.4.2 describes limited data
from an historic cross-well Vp and Vs measurement and a recent suspension Vp and Vs log from a
borehole drilled in the basalts 60 miles southwest of the WTP site.

There are no direct measurements ofVs or VpNs in the interbeds of the Saddle Mountains Basalt and
very few on-site Vp logs that measured velocities in this section. Fortunately, the one borehole that had a
sonic log through the Saddle Mountains Basalt is the one closest to the WTP site, approximately 2 miles
to the northwest. Measurements ofVp/Vs made in the SWVB Ringold Formation are compared to
lithology in Section 2.4.3, and using the lithology of the interbeds as observed in core from the boreholes,
a range ofVp/Vs values is estimated.

SASW data penetrated to a sufficient depth that they were able to measure velocities in the upper basalts
and interbeds. Their locations are shown in Figure 2.3.2. One of the measurement locations was 6 miles
northwest of the WTP site (see Figure 2.1.7) and was on basalt outcrop. These data appear to measure the
average velocity of the basalts plus interbeds sequence but do not resolve the velocity difference between
them.

Gable Butte

eDC-19

e Borebole

walle
Tre.lment

PllInt

GOSOIOOO6 14

Figure 2.4.1. Locations of Deep Boreholes in the Columbia River Basalt Group Referred to in
this Report
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2.4.1

2.4.1.1

Historical Vp Data for Basalts and Interbeds

Birdwell Sonic Logs

Applicable Birdwell sonic logs (Birdwell Division 1979) were available for boreholes DC-I, DC-19,
DC-20, and RRL-2 (Figure 2.4.1). Sonic log DC-I was recorded in both the Saddle Mountains and
Wanapwn basalts. Sonic logs DC-19, DC-20, and RRL-2 were recorded in the Wanapum Basalt only.
For each of the sonic logs, only computer printout tables (hard copy) of the suspension logging results
were available. The report for the Birdwell sonic logs was unavailable, as was the description of the tool
and interpretive techniques. The seismic source is a high-frequency (kilohertz) signal recorded along the
length of the sonde at one or several locations. The depth spacing between the source and receivers can
be 6 ft or more. The travel time recorded over the depth interval gives a P-wave interval time or
equivalently an interval velocity. Data are recorded at I-ft intervals as the sonde is lowered in the
borehole. Because the P-wave is the first arrival, automatic picking procedures are generally successful
and consistent with other measurement techniques. Although an S-wave model was available in the
output, these models were considered unreliable because I) it is inherently more difficult to interpret and
time the S-wave arrival and there were no supporting data traces to judge the quality of the signal or the
reliability of the arrival "pick"; 2) no corroborating data were available to judge the quality of the
resulting S-wave model; and 3) a description of the methodology used to derive the S-wave values was
not available.

A multi-step procedure was used to generate digital data from the printed logging results. The tables of
computer output were scanned, page by page, producing a bitmap image. Character recognition software
then was used to develop ASCII text files of the suspension logging results. These files were plotted to
correct any obvious character recognition errors. Figure 2.4.1.1 shows the P-wave velocity profile of the
sonic log in borehole DC-I.

To compare the results of the Vp sonic log to other longer-wavelength (1- to 50-Hz) interpretations
(i.e., SASW, checkshot), each borehole sonic log was reinterpreted. Vertical travel time was computed at
I-ft intervals from the P-wave model. Vertical travel time was then accumulated as a function of depth,
resulting in a downhole travel time curve (Figure 2.4.1.2a). Linear segments were selected from this
downhole travel time curve (Figure 2.4.1.2b) to construct a P-wave model that would be comparable to an
engineering downhole survey (Figure 2.4.1.3). These interpreted Vp sonic log models, like any downhole
interpretation, are subject to judgment but appear to be consistent with the sonic log. For example, at
depths where the sonic log velocity profile is very irregular, the interpreted model tends to produce
average velocities, as one would expect to occur when sampling finely stratified media using longer
period waves. For depths where the sonic P-wave model shows more consistent values with depth, the
interpreted model fits these ranges nicely.

Each of the interpreted Vp sonic logs describes the P-wave seismic stratigraphy that might be comparable
to a traditional downhole seismic survey employing a longer-wavelength source. In addition to the
interpreted models, an alternative model was developed based on the formation intervals available with
each borehole. This model is also shown in Figure 2.4.1.3. Because of the nature of the basalt
deposition, a given formation can contain both high- and slow-speed material, and the Vp models based
on formation interval tended to average or smooth the profile. These formation-based models were
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rejected in favor of the interpreted models. Figure 2.4.1.4 shows the interpreted P~wavc profiles for the
applicable Birdwcll sonic logs

2.4.1.2 Birdwell Checkshol Surveys

The Birdwell eheckshot surveys results were available for boreholes DC-2, DC-3, DC-4, D -6, and DC-7
(Figure 2.4.1). Values of the checkshot receiver dcpths together wilh interval and cumulative wave
speeds were tabulated in available documents at PNNL Birdwell conducted the checkshot surveys
through the soils, shallow basalts and interbeds, and deeper basalts to depths greater than 2,500 n. The
checkshot survey depths were selected to detcmline the average P-wavc speed through one or more
specific formations of interest. An energetic source (vibroseis) is used to gencrale P-wavcs making ph:lse
identification for these surveys very reliable. However, because the checkshot surveys arc used to
eonfirm average vertical travel times through specific formations of interest, they cannQl be reinterpreted
to represent the seismic stratigraphy that would be obtained in a typical downhole survey. However, it is
assumed that by combining the five checkshot surveys that were conducted for different fonnation
combinations over a large area that includes the site. the average of these velocities should be consistent
with the average of the interpreted Birdwell sonic logs. These ehcckshot survey P-wave models arc
shown in Figure 2.4.1.5. The reinterprclCd I'-wave sonic logs and the checkshot models are compared in
Figure 2.4.1.6.

An S~wave model for the shallow basalts, interbeds, and deeper basalts was derived from the sonic logs
llnd checkshot surveys assuming a Vp-to- Vs ratio (VplVs) of 1.79 (sec Section 2.4.2). These models arc
shown in Figure 2.4.1.7.
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Figure 2.4.1.1. Comparison of Birdwell DC-I Sonic Log and Calibrated Sonic Log (DC-2)
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2.4.2 Vp and Vs in Deep BasaUs and Interno\\' Zones

Although there IIfC many compressional wave borehole logs In the basalts BVlulable near the WTP site. no
shear "'II'C logs are available. There are two sources of shear wave charactenzallon of the basalts and
tnlerflows of the basalts, one from II 1999 propnetary borehole log 60 miles south""est of the WTP Site
and another from an old 1979 cross-borehole measurement made between boreholes DC-7 and DC-S.
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These measurements are described below to determine the appropriate value for the ratio VpNs for the
basalts and interflow zones. Laboratory measurements on small samples from core in some of these
boreholes were not considered to be representative of the in situ values, and there was too much
uncertainty in how to extrapolate laboratory measurements to depth for this to be useful.

In 1999, a borehole south of the Hanford Site was logged using the Schlumberger Dipole Shear Sonic

Imager. This log is proprietary, but information can be derived from it on the ratio of compressional and
shear wave velocities, or VpNs. The log was digitized, and the measured values ofVp and Vs are shown
in Figure 2.4.2.1 as a function of depth. The logged interval begins in the lower part of the Wanapum
Basalt, extends into the Grand Ronde Basalt, and includes the same lava flows present at the Hanford Site
and WTP. These flows do not have a significant amount of interbedded sediments, but inter-flow
structures, flow tops and bottoms, and other vesicular or fractured zones create velocity reductions in the
borehole. This characteristic is typical of the basalt Vp logs available at the Hanford Site and nearer to
the WTP and was used to develop a basis for estimating the Vs structure from the Vp data.

The ratio ofVpNs is shown in greater detail in Figure 2.4.2.2, along with the value of Poisson's ratio
derived from VpNs. It is apparent that there are some fluctuations in VpNs and Poisson's ratio that do
not appear realistic, even implying a negative Poisson's ratio for some intervals. Figure 2.4.2.3 shows the
VpNs ratio plotted against the value ofVp measured for each depth. These data show relatively small
scatter where Vp is high in the massive, largely intact central portions of the basalt flows. In the flow

tops and vesicular or altered zones, the scatter in VpNs increases significantly, but there is a trend for
decreasing VpNs for decreasing Vp.

The original logs were examined for depth intervals where there appeared to be differences between
velocity estimates based on different combinations of receivers, or receivers and sources, on the logging
tool. These should give comparable results, although they do measure velocity over different distances or
slightly different depth intervals. In areas of rapid change in velocity, the different measurements will
diverge naturally, but in many cases it is apparent that the measurements may not be accurate due to poor
signals and borehole wall condition. The borehole wall may be broken in weaker interflows and other
fractured intervals. A few obvious outliers were removed, and intervals where Poisson's ratio and VpNs
changed abruptly with depth were examined and checked on the basis of whether the different
measurements were consistent. The results of this editing are shown in Figure 2.4.2.4, including the
measurcment points on the Vp and Vs plots. Two signifieant intervals were completely edited-for
example, near depths of 2,200 and 3, I00 to 3,200 ft. The resulting VpNs values are now much smoother.

Figure 2.4.2.5 shows an expanded view of Vp and Vs as a function of depth along with the calculated
value of Poisson's ratio. Figure 2.4.2.6 shows the plot ofVpNs as a funetion ofVp for these edited data.
The scatter in thesc data has obviously been decreased significantly; Poisson's ratio is never near 0 or
negative, but several anomalous points remain, with VpNs lows near 2,100 and 2,950 ft and below 3,300
ft and a few highs at 2,400 and 2,950 ft. An examination of the alternative velocity measurements did not
indicate a basis for editing these data points.

Another interval where the velocity ratios are low is between the 2,050- and 2, 100-ft depths. This interval
is actually represented by the Vantage sedimentary interbed, one of the last interbeds present in the deeper
basalts. There are only a fcw points in this intcrval, but the data indicate that VpNs is reduced, implying
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that Vp is reduced by a greater amount than Vs. This is noted to be the opposite sense of change
compared to that found in sediments above the topmost basalt, and these measurements may also be
affected by the drilling and measurement processes.

The data from the Vantage interbed interval was removed from the edited data, and the remaining data
were fitted using least squares to a linear relationship ofVpNs dependent on Vp.

The relationship determined was

VpNs = 1.70 + 6*10.6 Vp.

This linear fit reduced the standard error by only 10%, so the slope is not considered significant. The
relationship prcdicts a VpNs ratio of 1.76, 1.79, and 1.82 for basalt Vp values of 10,000, 15,000, and
20,000, respectively . We have chosen to use a value of 1.79 considering that we have tended to
overweight the high-velocity data because of the need to edit data primarily from the slower velocity
intervals. The standard crror of the value ofVpNs is 0.05. This value is supported by thc VpNs value
of 1.78 developed in earthquake location modcls that have been used for decades in the region.

A cross-borehole Vp and Vs log (Holosonics 1978) was obtained from two boreholes drilled side by side
(DC 7/8, Figure 2.4.1) on thc Hanford Site. Logging was performed from 2,875- to 4,000-foot depths.
The data from the table in the report were entered into a computer file and edited to exelude any points
flagged in the report as inferior, and six additional outliers were removed, leaving 55 points.

In this depth range, the distance between the boreholes changes due to deviation of the boreholes from
vertical. This deviation was measured (the report does not state with what instrument; it was likely a
gyroscope or tiltmeter), and the distance between the boreholes increased monotonically with depth from
43 to 69 ft (26 ft total changc). Thc distancc betwcen the boreholcs is critical to the estimation of
velocities, and there is clear correlation ofVp and Vs with the distance between the boreholes (and thus
also with depth). Figure 2.4.2.7 shows the correlation of Vp with the distance between the two boreholes
at dcpth. (Thc ramp-like structures in the scattered data are the result of the timing resolution of
0.05 milliseconds.) The values ofVp are near 30,000 fps for the closest borehole separations (at
shallowest depths); such velocities are not seen in any other measurement of Vp in basalts. Therefore, it
is concluded that both the absolute and relative distances betwecn the two boreholes is not accurately
known. Thc relative distance change between the two boreholes appears to be overestimated by
approximately 33% or about lOft. The absolute distance error appears to be an additional 10 to 15 ft.

Regardless of this inaccuracy, the ratio ofVp/Vs should not be affected by the errors in the distance
between thc boreholes (as long as the two waves follow the same path). Figure 2.4.2.8 shows VpNs as a
function of boreholc separation, and the correlation with distance is removed.

Thc mean valuc ofVpNs that results from averaging these data is 1.78, with a standard deviation of 0.12.
This value ofVpNs is in close agreement with thc value determined previously from the Schlumbcrger
log, and thc use of this Hanford Site information is considered as supporting the values determined with
those data.
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Thus, thc value of 1.79 for VpNs in thc basalts is considered to bc an accurate characteristic value for the
basalts and will be used to construct the Vs profiles in the site ground motion response model, based on
the available measured Vp data.
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Vllh)('~t, Ips (;t1l11 Vf)'V~·l (00)
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Figure 2.4.2.1. Compressional and Shear Wave Vclocities in Deep Basalts. The ratio VpNs
(multiplied by 1000) is shown at left.
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2.4.3 Estimates of VplVs in the Interbeds of the Saddle Mountains Basalt Section

Very few compressional wave and no shear wave velocity logs were made in depth intervals that include
the Saddle Mountains Basalt and the major interbeds that arc present there. The sonic logs that were
available did include one from borehole DC-2 (Figure 2.4.1), located approximately 5,000 ft northeast of
the WTP site. This sonic log was in several forms, and two of these were used: a computer printout of
the borehole log velocity values, and a hard copy of a printed log that had been calibrated by eheekshot
measurements at DC-2.

One basis for estimating the VpNs ratio in the interbeds is to use the observed VpNs ratios in the
Ringold sediments above the topmost basalt. This approach was used previously for the 1996 Geomatrix
velocity model. The Vp and Vs measurements were made at the Shear Wave Borehole (or SWVB)
logged using the downhole method by NorthlandlRedpath and the suspension logging method by
Geovision. This borehole is 6,000 ft southwest of the WTP site and includes minor differences in the
Ringold stratigraphy compared to those expected at the WTP site. Different portions of the Ringold have
different VpNs ratios, and they are correlated with the lithology of each unit and on the values ofVp
measured in each unit. VpNs in the Ringold itself is not used to calculate Vs in the Ringold because the
measured Vs is used. However, the values of VpNs in the Ringold are considered indicative of the
appropriate values to use in the four interbeds within the Saddle Mountains Basalt that underlie the
Ringold Formation.

The Ringold Formation is confined by 260 ft of Hanford formation and is 280 ft thick at the SWVB. The
four interbeds of interest are confined by significantly greater overburdens at the WTP site (see
Figure 2.1.3): 440 ft for the Rattlcsnake Ridge Interbed, 685 ft for the Selah Interbed, 805 ft for the Cold
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Creek Interbed, and 1,050 ft for the Mabton Interbed. The greater confining pressure is likely to make the
relationship between VpNs and Vp or lithology only an approximation or guide to predicting appropriate
values ofVs for the interbeds.

The values for VpNs and Poisson's ratio from the Northland/Redpath measurements and the Geovision
measurements within the Ringold Formation are listed in Tables 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2, respectively. The
Geovision measurements are shown in Figure 2.4.3.1, and the derived parameters are shown versus depth
in Figure 2.4.3.2 and as a function ofVp in Figure 2.4.3.3.

On the plot ofVpNs against Vp in Figure 2.4.3.3, it is apparent that there are two clusters of points, one
having high Vp and low VpNs, and another having low Vp and high VpNs, with more scatter in VpNs
for the latter (low Vp).

Comparing the VpNs ratios in Figure 2.4.3.3, measured from the suspension log in the Ringold
Formation, to those measured using the downhole method in Table 2.4.3.1, the fitted equation to the
suspension logs results predicts VpNs ratios of2.98 for Vp of 5,475, and 2.22 for Vp of 9,440. Two
different VpNs ratios were observed for Vp of 5,475 because the Vp logs did not detect the lower
velocity in the thin Lower Mud unit. Based on the available measurements, a large range (2.0 to 3.0) of
VpNs ratio is found for low Vp, but for high Vp, VpNs ratios appear to be better constrained and in the
range of 1.8 to 2.2.

Interpreting the suspension logs in the form of a block model over depths where the velocity remains
nearly constant results in the velocities shown in Table 2.4.3.2.

Table 2.4.3.1. Ringold VpNs and Poisson's Ratio from Downhole Logging Measurements*

Poisson's
Geologic Unit Depth, ft Vs Vp VpNs Ratio

Ringold Unit E 260 - 390 2730 5475 2.00 0.33
Ringold Lower Mud 390 - 424 1975 5475 2.75 0.42
Ringold Unit A, undifferentiated 424 - 530 4323 9440 2.18 0.37
* Measurements from Table I of Northland/Redpath (2004).

Table 2.4.3.2. Ringold VpNs and Poisson's Ratio from Suspension Logging Measurements*

Poisson's
Geologic Unit Depth, ft Vs Vp VpNs Ratio

Ringold Unit E 363 - 380 2400 7000 2.92 0.43
Ringold Lower Mud 380 - 424 1900 5700 3.00 0.44
Ringold Unit A 424 - 496 5800 10600 1.83 0.29
Ringold Unit A silt 496 - 513 2100 5800 2.76 0.42
Ringold Unit A (cont.) 513 - T.D. N/A
* Measurements based on interpretation ofGcovision (2004, Figure 4).
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Based on the lithology, Ringold mud or silt have measured VpNs of 2.76 to 3.00, whereas Ringold

Unit A has VpNs of 1.83, more characteristic of a rock-like material. Ringold Unit A is a well-cemented
conglomerate, so its high velocities and VpNs are consistent with this lithology.

Ringold Unit E was not differentiated from the lower Hanford gravels that overlie it in the
Northland/Redpath report. Note that there were not enough data to determine VpNs for the lowest part

of Ringold Unit A. Although this is the only part of the Ringold that exists at the WTP site, the VpNs

estimates are examined only for possible application to estimating Vs in the sedimentary interbeds within
the Saddle Mountains Basalt.

2.4.3.1 Application of Ringold VpNs to the Interbeds

The positions of the four interbeds are shown in Table 2.1.1. They range in thickness from 20 to liS ft
and arc from 440 to 1050 ft beneath the surface at the WTP sitc. Thc lithology of the interbeds is based
on examination of core from boreholes OB-8 and OC-2 (Figure 2.4.1). OC-2 is located approximately

5000 ft northwest of the WTP site, and OB-8, the cored borehole closest to the WTP site, is loeated 1000

ft northeast. These were eored in the 1980s as part of the Basalt Waste Isolation Project repository study.

Table 2.4.3.3. Lithology ofInterbeds from Core Holes near WTP Site

Interbed Name/ Borehole DB-8 Borehole DC-2 Similar Ringold
WTP Thickness 1,000 ft NE ofWTP 5,000 ft NW of WTP at SWVB

Rattlesnake Ridge 100% siltstonc 100% siltstone Unit A siltstone
60 ft

Selah 50% mudstone 67% mudstone Lower mud
20 ft 50% sandstone 33% sandstone Unit A siltstone

Cold Creek 30% mudstone 20% siltstone, 70% Lowermud*
95 ft 70% silt/sandstonc conglomeratc 10% Unit A siltstone*

mudstonc

Mabton 100% siltstone 100% siltstone Unit A siltstone
115 ft

* Based on regional trends and proximity to Borehole OB-8.

Based on the data summarized in Table 2.4.3.3, all of the interbeds are expected to be similar in lithology
to the Ringold Lower Mud and Unit A siltstone. Based on Table 2.4.3.2, these units are the low-velocity

depth ranges of the Ringold measurements, with Vs mcasured as 1,900 and 2,100 fps, respectively. Ifa
VpNs value for these layers is applicablc in converting the deeper interbed's Vp to Vs, a value 01'2.75 to

3.0 is appropriate. If the composition of the Cold Creek Interbed was more like that at borehole OC-2, thc

highcr velocities and lower VpNs values for Ringold Unit A are more appropriatc. Whether a VpNs of

2.75 to 3.0 is appropriate to use at depth is problematic but does represent an extreme case that produces
the lowest Vs in thc intcrbeds and thus the strongest impedance contrasts with the intervening basalt
layers. Using VpNs, as indicated by Vp, is considered to be a way to compensate for potential
differcnces in lithology and depth of burial. However, based on the scatter in the measurements and the

fact that the SWVB was a cased borehole, reliable measurement ofVp/Vs or Poisson's ratio was not
expected by the measurement contractor Geovision (Rob Steller, personal communication, 2004).
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The value ofVpNs in the interbeds is considered to be not very well detennined. As a result, a range of
values was used to detennine whether the ground motion response calculations are sensitive to the
assessment ofVpNs. A range from 1.8 to 2.8 is indicated in the Ringold measurements. However, a
reduced range of2.0 to 2.6 was finally used for the deeper interbed Vs in the ground motion response
calculations, as discussed in Section 3.
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2.4.4 SASW Vs for Basalts and Interbeds

The SASW Vs profiles through the Hanford and Ringold fonnations were presented in Section 2.3.5, but

the focus of that section was on the sedimentary layers. It was noted there that the measured Vs in the

basalt layers was 4,000 to 5,500 fps. These velocities were reached at close to thc top-of-basalt depths

detennined from lithologic logs at nearby boreholes, ranging from 270- to 540-ft depths. The SASW are

new measurements that primarily measure Vs rather than Vp. The historical downhole logs discussed in

Section 2.4.1 are exclusively measurements of compressional wave Vp rather than the desired Vs. The

conversion of the Vp to Vs logs requires knowledge of the ratio VpNs, and this was detennined for the
basalt layers to be a nearly constant value of 1.79. However, there is substantial uncertainty regarding the

value ofVpNs in the sedimentary interbeds, and the interbeds often have comparable thicknesses with

the Saddle Mountains Basalts with which they alternate. The downhole velocity logs indicate

significantly slower velocities in the interbeds compared to the basalts. SASW measurements do not
reflect this variability and instead indicate monotonically increasing velocity with depth. This section of

the report interprets this difference in characteristics of the basalt velocity structure as detennined from

downhole and SASW measurements.

A base case model ofVs is developed in Section 2.5 using statistical analysis of the various velocity
measurements, VpNs ratios, and layer thicknesses measured from the lithology near the WTP. This

model is compared to the SASW profiles surrounding the WTP construction site in Figure 2.4.4.1. (The

details of this model are not the same as the final values used in the ground motion response modeling,

which is the subject of Section 3.) The SASW profiles to not have the characteristic comb-like structure
(alternating high and low velocities) as does the base case model. However, the SASW profiles do appear

to represent a reasonable average for these layers.

It is not visually clear how the SASW averages velocities through the basalts and interbeds. Figure

2.4.4.2 compares a calculation of the predicted dispersion curve that would result from modeling the base
case velocity model to the measured dispersion curves. The measured dispersion values are fit well with

a model that has low-velocity interbeds embedded in the basalts. Therefore, the SASW provides
infonnation on the average of the basalts and interbeds. For these cases, with the basalt underlying a

significant sediment thickness, the long wavelengths needed to penetrate the sediments ultimately average

over 500-ft depth intervals in the deeper basalt and interbed layers.

Figure 2.4.4.3 shows the SASW profile for SASW site 10, which was obtained directly on a basalt

outcrop 6 miles to the northwest of the WTP site (see Figure 2.1.7 for location). At this site, the topmost
basalt (Elephant Mountain Member) and interbed (Rattlesnake Ridge Interbed) have been removed by

erosion, so the top of the stack begins with the more massive basalt called the Pomona Member. Still,
there are no velocity inversions imaged in the SASW result. The velocity profile reaches 4,000 fps within
200 ft from the surface. At the approximate depth (550 ft) of the base of the Saddle Mountains Basalt,

where the Wanapum Basalt begins, the velocity increases to near 8,000 fps. The Wanapum basalts are
not interbedded with sediments, and so it appears that the SASW responds to this with a higher average
velocity. This higher basalt velocity is comparable to the base case model average in the Wanapum and

deeper basalts.
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Figure 2.4.4.4 compares the measured Vs profile at site 10 to a model of the basalt and interbcd layers
derived from the do\\nhole logs. The dispersion data for the SASW measurements at this sile (sho", n In

Figure 2.4.4.5) are complex. but the alternating high- and low-velocity model adequately reproduces the
dispersion curve. The low-velocity layers representing the inlerbeds are not detected. even near the
surface althe SASW measurement location dircctly on basalt at SASW sHe 10. This suggests that the
SASW method cannot detect velocity inversions of the magnitude observed In the basalts and IOterbeds.
regardless of the depth at \\ hleh they occur.
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2.5 Stalistical Description of Velocity Models

For the purposes of site response analysis, ftactile estimates (16th. 50th, 84th) of lhe sediment and bastllt
velocities (lrc required. Each oCthe measured or inferred S·wave interpretations was subdivided vertically

and calcgorizcd by sediment type (Hanford or Ringold sediments), shallow basalts and interbeds (Saddle
Mountain Basnlt) and deep basalts (Wanapum Basalt), based on the Available stratigraphy. Because

measurements for the deeper sediments and basalts were limited in number and, in some cases,
unavailable III the Immedmte vicinity of the WTP site, all interpretations for u particular measurement

type were combined by depth for each orthe measurement types. Medmn. 16th, and 84th percentile

velOCities of assumed lognomml shear·wave speed were computed for every I·ft depth interval for each

of the measurement types for each or the four geologic condillons:

• I Ianford sands and gravels

• Ringold Fonnatlon

• shallow basaliS and Interbeds

• basalis.
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In each of the four geologic conditions, an assessment is made on the consistency of the inferred Vs
profile, and, in some cases, the profiles from different techniques are combined. The median 16th, and
84th percentiles were obtained by computing the mean and mean ± one standard deviation of the log of
velocity (i.e., assuming the velocities are log-normally distributed).

2.5.1 Hanford Sands and Gravels

Fractile Vs profiles estimates for the seismic cone penetrometer testing (SCPT) at the WTP site are shown
in Figure 2.5.1. S-wave model fractile estimates using SASW and downhole logging at the WTP site and
vicinity are shown in Figures 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, respectively. A comparison of the fractile estimates is
shown in Figure 2.5.4. For the upper 180 ft of the Hanford formation, all three methods produce very
similar results showing median profiles smoothly increasing with depth. For depths greater than about
180 ft, the median SASW interpretation is slower relative to the downhole measurements by as much as
350 ftlsec. Although there are few downhole measurements at these depths, this difference is considered
real and must be considered as a difference due to the method used (shear wave polarization, profile
averaging along SASW lines versus point location at boreholes) or to lateral variation. The four
downhole measurements at the WTP site are not co-located with corresponding SASW measurements
made around the periphery of the WTP site. If a statistical average is appropriate for handling this
difference, Figure 2.5.5 shows the combined S-wave fractile measurements.

2.5.2 Ringold Formation

Fractile estimates of the SASWand downhole Vs interpretations that include the Ringold formation are
shown in Figure 2.5.6. For most of the Ringold only one down-hole measurement is available and is
generally consistent with the SASW interpretations. Fractile estimates for the combined SASW and
down-hole interpretations are shown in Figure 2.5.7.

2.5.3 Shallow Saddle Mountains Basalt and Ellensburg Formation Interbeds

The shallow basalts and interbed Vs profiles are obtained from SASW, and inferred from the Birdwell
checkshot surveys and the DC-l sonic log. The fractile Vs estimates for SASW measurements are shown
in Figures 2.5.8. The SASW models did not resolve the interbed structure known to be present in the
Saddle Mountains Basalt. The SASW velocities are interpreted to be average models for the Saddle
Mountains Basalt and interbed sequence.

Based on sonic log measurements ofVp in the Saddle Mountains and Wanapum basalts, it is expected
that a velocity profile for the basalt below the WTP would not be smooth or uniform as these SASW
profiles suggest, but would have alternating high and low velocities corresponding to the presence of
basalt and interbeds, respectively. The Vp profiles in basalts and interbeds were converted to Vs profiles
using a VpNs value of 1.79 for the basalts (Section 2.4.2) and 2.18 for the interbeds. This interbed
VpNs was based on the value measured in Ringold Unit A (Table 2.4.3.1). A range ofVplVs values
from 2.0 to 2.6 was actually used in the site response modeling (Section 3). The fractile Vs profile for the
checkshot data in the Saddle Mountains Basalt is shown in Figure 2.5.9.
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Figure 2.5.10 presents a comparison of the SASW and checkshot survey fractile estimates. This
comparison suggests that for depths between about 500 and 1,100 ft, the median Vs from the SASW
interpretation is about 25% to 35% lower than the median Vs inferred from the checkshot survey (4,700
as compared to 6,200 ftlsec). This difference is considered significant; therefore, these two median
models were considered to represent a fundamental uncertainty in models of the Saddle Mountains Basalt
and interbeds for the site response evaluation of the WTP.

A sample profile exemplifying the Saddle Mountains Basalt was constructed from the stratigraphic log of
DC-2 and the P-wave interpretation derived by Birdwell for that same hole. This profile used two
alternative values ofVplVs-1.79 and 2. 18-for the stratigraphic intervals indicated to be interbeds. The
resulting Vs profiles are also shown on Figure 2.5.10 for comparison with the Vs fractile profiles from
SASW and checkshot data. The larger VplVs value reduces Vs in the interbeds of the hypothetical
model, lowering the average Vs of the Saddle Mountains Basalts and interbeds. This lower average
velocity is in better agreement with the SASW data.

2.5.4 Wanapum Basalt

The Wanapum Basalt shear wave velocity profiles are inferred from the Birdwell checkshot and sonic log
surveys using a Vp/Vs of 1.79. The re-interpreted sonic and check shot survey fractile estimates for Vs
are shown in Figures 2.5.11 and 2.5.12, respectively. Both models are interpreted to be average models
for the Wanapum Basalt. A comparison of the fractile estimates of Vs is shown in Figure 2.5.13 and
indicates that the two types of surveys can be combined as shown in Figure 2.5.14.
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2.6 Estimation of Kappa

The parameter kappa models the empirical observation of energy dissipation occurring in the top 1 to
2 km of the crust (Anderson and Hough 1984). This damping appears to be frequency-independent
(hysteretic), occurs at low strains, and is the principal site or path controlling the limitation of high
frequency (> 5 Hz) strong ground motion at rock sites. As a result, its value or range of values is
important in characterizing strong ground motions for engineering design, particularly in regions of sparse
seismicity. Additionally, because it is generally independent of the level of motion at rock sites, small
local or regional earthquakes may be used to estimate its value or range in values. For the WTP site area,
which has soil overlying approximately 4 km of layered basalts, estimation of the damping in the basalt
sequence is important to assessing appropriate levels of high-frequency design motions.

Earthquake recordings representative of the top of basalt sequence at the WTP site area were obtained
from the closest calibrated recording site, HAWA (USGS), located approximately 20 km to the south of
the WTP site. The recording site has both broadband velocity and strong motion (acceleration) channels,
but only velocity data have been archived by the monitoring agency, the USGS. Unfortunately, the
velocity data are sampled at 40 samples/sec (acceleration data are sampled at 80 samples/sec), resulting in
a Nyquist frequency of 20 Hz. With an anti-alias filter at 16 Hz, the highest reliable frequency is about 15
Hz. This limitation severely limits the resolving power of the analysis for kappa, resulting in a large
uncertainty in the estimated value.
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The initial selected data consisted of recordings of 21 earthquakes, with magnitudes ranging from 2.0 to
3.3, and source-to-station distances from to to 80 km from the location of the HAWA station. A
screening of waveforms for good signal/noise ratios and clear onset of the shear wave arrivals indicated
that only the 9 deeper events (greater than 8 km depth) were useable. An additional 16 deep earthquakes
with magnitudes ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 with distances from 10 to 50 km also were screened. Of these
25 deep earthquakes, 10 were selected that were judged to provide the best estimate of kappa.

An inversion process was used to estimate kappa in which the earthquake source, path, and site
parameters are obtained by using a nonlinear least-squares fit to the Fourier amplitudc spectra using the
point-source model (Boore 1983; EPRI 1993). The useable bandwidth for each amplitude spectrum
computed from recordings was selected based upon visual examination. In no cases did the bandwidth
extend beyond the anti-alias filter eomer frequencies (approximately 16 Hz). The inversion scheme treats
multiple earthquakes and sites simultaneously with the common crustal path damping parameter Q(f).
The parameter covariance matrix is examined to determine which parameters may be resolved for each
data set. Asymptotic standard errors are computed at the final iteration. The five parameters that may be
determined from the data are kappa (site-specific attenuation), QO (the value ofQ for fequal to I Hz), and
11 (frequency-dependent path Q model), M, and comer frequency (stress drop). The procedure uses the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Press et al. 1986). Crustal profile amplification is accommodated in the
inversion scheme by incorporating the appropriate mean transfer functions (source depth to surface) in
estimating the surface spectra.

To reduce the potential for non-uniqueness inherent in inversion results, a suite of starting models is
employed. The final set of parameters is selected based upon a visual inspection of the model fit to the
Fourier amplitude spectrum, the chi-square values, and the parameter covariance matrix.

The stress drop is calculated from the moment and comer frequency using the relation

I

(
l1cr )3

f c = P 8.44. M 0

(2.1)

The inversions are done on log amplitude spectra (vector average of the two horizontal components),
because strong ground motion data appear to be log normally distributed. This is consistent with the
model being represented as a product (rather than sum) of models (EPRI 1993). The inversion bandwidth
is magnitude dependent, generally extending to lower frequency with increasing magnitudes or closer
distance. The low-frequency limit is based on visual examination of each average spectrum. The high
frequency limit was set at 15 Hz based on the data sampling interval.

Results of the inversions for kappa are listed in Table 2.6.1 along with starting values, and the fits to the
spectra are shown in Figure 2.6.1. The best-estimate kappa value is 0.024 sec and was obtained using
starting values of either 0.02 sec or 0.04 sec. Due to the severe limitations in bandwidth at high frequency
(15 Hz), the stress drops, which are unusually small, are not considered reliable. In addition, the narrow
bandwidth precluded determination of crustal Q(f), so it was fixed at 500(f)°·6. As a consequence,
because some of the distances are fairly large (86 km, Table 2.6.1), the kappa value must be considered to
be conditional on this Q(f) model.
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Although the inversion kappa value of 0.024 sec is independent of starting values of 0.020 sec and
0.040 sec indicating reasonable uniqueness (for this bandwidth), the uncertainty in this best estimate
(mean value) is large. Based on previous experience with this inversion process, the estimated
uncertainty in the mean kappa value is likely about 1.3. The range in mean kappa then is from about
0.018 sec to 0.031 sec.

Table 2.6.1. Results of Kappa Inversion from Earthquake Spectra

Magnitude Stress Drop, bars Hypocentral
Input Value* Final Value Input Value Final Value Distance, km

1.49 2.03 0.1 0.25 45
3.25 2.94 0.1 7.46 46
2.55 2.31 0.1 1.48 86
1.51 1.96 0.1 2.32 44
2.63 2.47 0.1 9.45 66
3.17 2.51 0.1 3.05 81
1.63 2.02 0.1 4.81 45
2.63 2.54 0.1 2.17 69
1.81 2.23 0.1 2.95 42
1.58 2.14 0.1 2.21 36

* Input magnitudes from coda length
Initial K = 0.02 sec, 0.04 sec
Final K = 0.024 sec
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Figure 2.6.1. Fourier Amplitude Spectra for the Data (Average Horizontal Component) Initial

Model Calculations and Final Model Calculations. The measured spectra are
shown as the solid lines, and the initial and fined spectra are shown as dashed
and dashed-dotted lines, respectively.
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3.0 Ground Motion Response Modeling

The geological and geotechnical data developed in Section 2 are used here to evaluate the response of the
WTP site structure to earthquake ground motion. Ground motions were selected based on the
probabilistic seismic hazard study in 1996. The seismic source information has not changed since 1996,
and the use of more recent attenuation relationships is not expected to change thc calculated hazard
significantly (BNFL 1999). The site response modeling is conducted in the same manner as was done for
the previous sensitivity analyses performed by Geomatrix Consultants, Inc. (Geomatrix 2003).

3.1 Modeling Issues and Uncertainties

A wel1-founded, consistent model was established for the Hanford formation. The formation thickness
and lithology (gravel versus sand) are wel1 known. Recent borehole measurements (including four
directly beneath the WTP structures) produce shear wave velocity profiles that are consistent with this
lithology. The SASW data confirmed the velocity structure in the Hanford formation. AI1 data were
statistical1y examined to determine thc coefficient of variation or "sigma" used to randomize the
earthquake response models.

There is much larger uncertainty in the characterization of the Ringold Formation beneath the WTP site.
Only one good Vs measurement was available, from the SWVB. Three primary factors introduce
uncertainty into the model for this layer-the location of the Vs measurement, 6,000 ft from the WTP
site; the variable, eroded, thickness of the Ringold Formation across the area due to the paleochannel; and
the complex lithology of the Ringold Formation (muds, silts, gravels). Thin low-velocity sections of the
Ringold Formation were found in various locations using the suspension logging method, which has
higher resolution than the downhole method, but the average velocities important to the modeling were in
agreement. SASW data from near the SWVB are approximately consistent with the downhole logging.
The SASW from the profiles measured at the WTP site show variable and general1Y lower velocities in
the Ringold-2,500 fps-eompared to the 4,000-fps average at the SWVB location.

There arc large uncertainties also in the characterization of the Saddle Mountains Basalt and the
interbedded Ellensburg Formation sediments. The available velocity data consist of one Vp sonic log in
addition to several checkshot Vp averages. The checkshot averages were used to calibrate this log, and
then values of VpNs were used to convert these Vp logs to Vs. This results in a significant change to the
velocities in the shallowest basalt and interbed layers from the velocity model used in the 1996 study.

The VpNs ratio for deep Wanapum and Grande Ronde Basalts was found to be very well determined.
Although it is assumed that this same VpNs applies to the shallower Saddle Mountains Basalt, this
assumption is judged to be accurate.

There were no data on VpNs of the interbedded Ellensburg Formation sediments, and this remains a
source of large uncertainty in the model. VpNs ratios were determined from the logs in the SWVB and
compared to the known lithology there, to estimate the appropriate VpNs value to estimate Vs in the
interbeds.
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The SASW results in the basalt do not detect the interbeds. Modeling of dispersion curves that include
low-velocity zones demonstratcs that the method averages through such structures and so does not
support the conclusion that thc SASW models in basalt can be used directly to define thc velocity
structurc in this environment.

Differcnces in shallow crustal attenuation between California and Hanford are an additional source of
uncertainty in the prediction of ground motion spectra. The limited data to determine the shallow crustal

attenuation parameter kappa, or K, results in significant uncertainty in ground motion response at high

frequency.

Uncertainties in the site response model are developed using a logic tree approach. The results of the
relative site response analyses, conducted using the alternative site characterizations dcfined in the logic
tree, are used to show the sensitivity of the ground motion response in terms of relative amplification
factors to different assumptions about the model parameters. These amplification factors were used to
construct a conservative assessment of the relative response of the WTP site as compared to California
deep soil sites. California soil sites are representative of the empirical attenuation models used in the
1996 probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. Thcse conservative relative amplification factors were used to
develop new design spectra for the WTP site.

3.2 Logic Tree Approach to Hanford Waste Treatment Plant Ground
Motion Amplification Factors

Examination of seismic and geologic data collected in the vicinity of the WTP site at Hanford has
produced a model of the subsurface physical properties of the site. However, several significant
unccrtainties in some of the actual properties at the site still exist, due to limited data or inherent
variability. A range of values for these properties has been selected to determine the scnsitivity of the
amplification factors to these propertics. The approach uses a conventional logic tree, with branches that
define the distribution of site properties and weights that reflect the relative likelihood that the parameters
on the individual logic tree branches represent the actual properties at the WTP site (Figure 3.2.1 and
Table 3.2.1). Thc site response model that results from each path through the logic tree is used to
calculate the relative site ground motion response to earthquake ground motions representative of the site
hazard. Based on the quality and consistency of the available data, weights for each of the branch points
were selected by the working group named in the Acknowledgments section of this report.

Several elements of the model indicate that there arc significant amplifications of ground motion response
by the WTP Hanford site structure relative to the response of California deep soil sites representative of
the ground motion attenuation relationships used to develop the original seismic design. It was also found
that ground motion response is sensitive to two poorly known parameters of the model-the crustal
attenuation parameter kappa and the Vs in the interbeds within the Saddle Mountains Basalt.

The stratigraphic elements of the site responsc model are shown in Figure 3.2.2. Thicknesses of the soil
layers are accurately determined from numerous boreholes in the surrounding area, and the thicknesses of
the deeper basalt and interbeds arc not observed to have significant variability over a broader surrounding
area. Densities in Figure 3.2.2 were obtained from historical data in nearby boreholes using borehole
gravimeter data.
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3.2.1 Hanford Sands and Gravels

The uppennost layers in the model are the Hanford Sands and Gravels. The Vs profile for these layers is
well known at the WTP site and is not an element of the logic tree. The Vs data on which these profiles
are based include

• seismic cone penetration testing (SePT) within the WTP site (26 profiles in the upper 100 ft)

• downhole within the WTP site (4 profiles to between 260 and 270 ft)

• downhole surrounding the WTP site (4 profiles to between 200 and 260 ft, I profile to 530 ft into
the Ringold unit below)

• spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) (4 along the boundary of the WTP site, 5 additional in
the surrounding area).

The Vs model for the Hanford Sands and Gravels is considered to be sufficiently well known that
alternatives are not included in the logic diagram. The strain-dependent properties (modulus reduction
and damping) of the Hanford Sands were assessed by Shannon & Wilson for the 200 East and 200 West
Areas and were found to be consistent with a generic set of relationships published by EPRl (1993). The
strain-dependent properties of the Hanford Gravels arc more uncertain, and two alternative sets of
parameters (Rollins et al. [1998] and Silva et al. [1998] for Peninsula Range sites), were included in the
site response model logic tree.

3.2.2 Ringold Formation

The sedimentary layer below the Hanford Sands and Gravels and the basalt/interbed stack is the Ringold
Fonnation. The Ringold Fonnation consists ofa variety of sand, mud, and gravel layers that arc variable
across the area of the WTP. Figure 3.2.3 shows the thickness of the Ringold Fonnation in the area of the
WTP. Of note is an erosional "paleochannel" that has cut through the Ringold Fonnation in the area.

The Vs data for the Ringold Fonnation are more limited than those for the Hanford Fonnation and
include

• downhole and suspension logs (in one borehole 530 ft through the Ringold Fonnation)

• SASW measurements (four along boundary ofWTP site, five additional in surrounding area).

The variability of the thickness and velocities measured in the Ringold Fonnation present one of the
significant uncertainties in the response model. Downhole measurements made in the 530-ft-deep
borehole showed that the Ringold Fonnation had Vs ranging from 2,700 to 4,300 fps, depending upon the
composition (sands and muds versus gravels) of the corresponding depth range in the Ringold Fonnation.
These data will be examined further when the logic tree weighting process is described below.

Higher-resolution suspension logging measurements in the same borehole had Vs ranging from lows near
2,000 fps and highs in the 5,000- to 6,000-fps range, with the higher Vs in the gravels. In the deepest
90 ft of the borehole, the downhole measurements indicate an average Vs of 4,300 fps. In the suspension
logs, the Vs varied from 2,000 to 6,000 fps, but the average Vs was comparable to the downhole result.
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Because of the known thickness variations of the Ringold Formation, only the four SASW measurements
nearest the WTP site were considered to apply to the Ringold Formation there. The SASW measurements
at the five surrounding locations exhibit the effect of the removal of the Ringold Formation determined
from boreholes (Figure 3.2.3). This indicates that the SASW method is responsive to such changes. At
three of the SASW measurement locations nearest the WTP site, the Vs was 4,000 fps (indicative of a
gravel-dominated material). However, at the fourth location, the SASW measured 2,760 fps (suggesting a
sand, mud, and gravel mixture). Geologic logs available from boreholes indicate that the gravel is the
primary lithology of the Ringold Formation at the WTP site. Because of these differences, two alternative
models are used in the logic trees, based on the high and low Vs measured at the four nearby SASW
profiles. Average Ringold Formation Vs of2,760 and 4,000 fps are given equal weight. This proved to
have a relatively minor effect on the overall response amplification. Alternative models for the strain
dependent properties of the Ringold Formation were included in the site response model tree.

3.2.3 Saddle Mountains Basalt and Interbeds

The model for the Saddle Mountains Basalt and the interbed sediments (collectively named the
Ellensburg Formation) is based entirely on compressional wave borehole seismic logs and models
developed by Birdwell (1979). These include

• checkshot surveys conducted in boreholes DC-2, DC-3, DC-4, DC-6 and DC-7

• sonic log recorded in paired borehole DC-I and its calibration log based on paired borehole DC-2
cheekshot (DC I!DC2 are approximately 1 mile northwest of the WTP site)

• borehole lithologic logs that identify the Saddle Mountains Basalt and interbeds (EBensburg)
intervals.

The cheekshot surveys are made at two to four depths in the boreholes by recording the travel time from a
surface source. Therefore, these measurements constrain the average Vp of the basalt and interbed stack
but usually do not show the details of the profile. The sonic log in DC-l is the only detailed measurement
in the depth range of the Saddle Mountains Basalt and interbeds. Its proximity to the WTP site is
fortuitous and has significant influence on the ultimate model. However, there is some uncertainty about
how this log was constructed. Two different versions of the sonic log were found. One was a hard copy
plot reproduced in Figure 3.2.4, and the other was a table of computer output. The digitized version of
the hard copy and the optical character reader-scanned computer output produced the Vp profiles shown
in Figure 3.2.5. The latter did not start at as shallow a depth as the hard copy (the shallow portion of the
hard copy could not be found). Data from the depth range in the lower portion of the two logs in basalts
and interbeds indicate that the checkshot data from the paired borehole DC-2 were used to calibrate Vp in
the basalt layers of the DC-I sonic log, but the Vp in the interbeds were not modified.

The checkshot Vp measurements provide the following constraints on the model:

• DC-3 travel times to top and bottom of Mabton Interbed (Vp = 6,770 fps) isolates interbed Vp

• DC-2 travel times across Cold Creek Interbed and Umatilla Basalt (Vp = 8,960 fps), considered
as a maximum interbed Vp.
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The checkshot average Vp through multiple basalt and interflow layers reach highs of 12,000 fps, as
shown in Figure 3.2.6. Below the Saddle Mountains Basalt and interbeds, the highest Vp values are in
the range of 15,000 to 20,000 fps. These deeper Wanapum and Grande Ronde Basalts (see Figure 3.2.1)
do not have significant interbeds, although flow structures ncar the top of each flow still produce thin low
Vp intervals. The deeper basalts arc included in the response models and form one of the contributions to
the modeling of the crustal attenuation term kappa.

The working group chose the following ranges ofVp for the Saddle Mountains Basalt and the interbedded
sediments composing the Ellensburg Formation, due to the limited Vp data available.

For the Saddle Mountains Basalt:

• Range on Vp for the Saddle Mountain Basalt was judged from the borehole DC-I calibrated sonic
log.

o Basalt Vp is a nominal 80 Ilseclft (Vp = 12,500 fps).

o Uncertainty in basalt Vp is nominally 10 Ilsec/ft (Vp = 14,400 and 11, I00 fps).

• Vp was measured in lower two basalt members (Umatilla and Esquatzel) and the interbeds
beneath (Cold Creek and Mabton).

o The same Vp and uncertainty range were applied to upper two basalt layers (Elephant
Mountain and Pomona).

For the Ellensburg Formation interbeds:

• Collective average Vp for interbeds is nominally 130 Ilsec/ft (Vp = 7,690 fps).

• Low Vp measured in interbeds is 170 Ilsec/ft (Vp = 5,880 fps).

• High Vp measured in interbeds is 110 Ilsec/ft (Vp = 9,100 fps).

Nominal values representing the low, middlc, and high values were used in the logic tree shown in
Figure 3.2.1. The logic tree therefore represents nine combinations of basalt and interbed Vp.
Figure 3.2.7 compares the calculated average Vp from the nine models to the statistical median and 16th
and 84th percentiles derived from the checkshot data.

Weights in the logic tree for the Vp in basalt were assigned as follows. A large weight (0.5) was given to
the central estimate of 12,500 fps. A slightly larger weight (0.3) was assigned to the higher Vp limit of
14,400 fps than the weight (0.2) assigned to the lower Vp limit of 11,100 fps. The higher weight was
given to the higher Vp to accommodate the uncertainty in the way the checkshot calibration was
originally performed.

Weights in the logic tree for the Vp in interbeds were based on limiting the average Vp of the resulting
basalt and interbed stack to that represented by the checkshot statistics. The central value of interbed Vp
is generally given the highest weight. Weights for the higher or lower interbed Vp were based on the
resulting average Vp of the basalt and interbed stack, with a preference toward maintaining this average
within the checkshot statistics. For example, interbed Vp weights. associated with the low-Vp basalt
branch, were chosen to be relatively higher for the higher interbed Vp branch because the average Vp of
the basalt and interbed stack was closer to the range of the checkshot average Vp. The distribution of the
resulting average Vp from the logic model is shown in Figure 3.2.8.
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La)cr Group Density,
formation Member Thickness. ft Thickness, ft gm/cc

Ilanford
and 165 ± 10 1.76

Gravel loo± 10
36H 50

1.92

Ringold Unll A 100±20 2.3

Elephant Mountam 8H 15 2.8

Rattlesnake Ridge Interbed 6H 10 2.1

Pomona Member 18H 10 2.8

Saddle Mount3ms BaS31
elah Interbed 20± 10

80H 50
2.3

Esquatzel Member loo± 10 2.7

old Creek Interbed 95 ± 10 2.3

Umatilla Member 150± 10 2.7

Mabton Imerbed 105 ± 10 2.1

Priest Rapids Member

Wanapum Basall ROla Member 1100±50
14000 ± 3000

Frenchman Springs Member 2.7
Gmnde Ronde BllSOIt 13000 ± 3000 2.7

figure 3.2.2. GeologiC Unils at the Wasle Treatment Plant ile. Thicknesses and densities are shown.
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3.2.4 Construction of the V s Model

An important step in the construction of a response model is to convert the Vp model described above
into a VS model. For the basalts, there were sufficient in situ data from regional boreholes sources to
establish that the VpNs ratio was 1.79 within the basalts. Therefore, no uncertainty in this conversion
was included in the logic tree. For the interbeds, there are no direct data for estimating Vs from what
limited Vp data are available, and the uncertainty in VpNs was incorporated in the logic tree.

Because there are no direct data on VpNs for the interbeds, two sources of information are used. The
downhole and suspension Vp and Vs logs that were made in the Ringold Formation at depths from 360 ft
to 530 ft provide a useful analogue. In addition, many of the SASW Vs surveys provide a measure of the
average Vs in the basalt and interbed stack; this measure can be used to constrain Vs in the interbeds.

In the Ringold Formation, the sand and mud layers had lower Vp and Vs than the gravel layers. The
reduction in Vs was larger in the sand and mud layers than the reduction for Vp, resulting in a higher
value ofVpNs for these layers compared to the gravel layers. Borehole cores of the interbeds from
nearby boreholes indicate a composition dominated by sands and muds, indicating low Vs. The
suspension logs provided numerous detailed measurements ofVp and Vs in the Ringold Formation, and
the ratio VpNs is shown as a function ofVp in Figure 3.2.9. The values ofVpNs near 1.8 are correlated
with Vp values higher than 10,000 fps and are representative of the gravel units of the Ringold Formation.
The downhole logs in the Ringold Formation provided three additional measurements ofVpNs-2.0,
2.18, and 2.75, where the corresponding Vp were 5,500,9,500, and 5,500 fps-but these do not indicate a
similar correlation between VpNs and Vp. The average VpNs of these three downhole measurements
is 2.3.

The logic tree was constructed initially with nearly the full range of possible VpNs values observed in
the Ringold Formation (1.8 to 2.8). Subsequent examination of the resulting Vs distribution and the
sensitivity of the ground motion response to this parameter led to a reduced range from 2.0 to 2.6,
maintaining the central value of 2.3. A low VpNs value of 1.8 is indicative of a gravel- or basalt rock
like material that is not indicated by either the core samples (sands and muds) or Vp measurements (all
well below 10,000 fps) in the interbeds. A high VpNs value of2.8 corresponds to the minimum Vp in
the Ringold Formation in the logic tree. The scatter in the suspension Vp/Vs may indicate unreliable or
possibly biased measurements ofVpNs. A maximum VpNs value of2.6 is considered to be more
representative of the central range of Vp measured in the sonic log in the interbeds. In addition, the
VpNs value of2.8 found in the Ringold sands and muds might not be representative of the deeper
interbeds, and it indicated Vs values lower than were expected. The reduced range is not considered to
require changes in the weights, which were assessed based on comparing the computed average Vs of the
basalt and interbed stack from the resulting velocities to the average Vs measured in the deeper parts of
the SASW profiles, as described below.

The SASW measurements provide a smoothed average of the Saddle Mountains Basalt and interbeds.
Figure 3.2.10 shows the four nearest SASW profiles in comparison to the central velocity profile defined
in the logic tree. The calculated dispersion curve for an approximation to the central logic tree model
(basalt Vs of 7,000 fps, interbed Vs of3,200 fps; see Table 3.2.1) is superimposed on the measured
dispersion curves in Figure 3.2.11. It is preferable to compare the velocity profiles defined in the logic
tree by comparing the resulting dispersion curves to the measured dispersion curves as in Figure 3.2.11.
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However. it was judged appropriate to compare the avcrage Vs resulting from the logie tree to the
velocity profile statistics estimated from the SASW measurements.

Figures 3.2.120, 3.2.12b, and 3.2.12c show the depth·averagcd (through the basalt and interbed
thicknesses) Vs of the velocity models defined in the logic tree for the three chosen values of VplVs (2.0,
2.3, and 2.6). These are also compared to the median and 16th and 84th percentiles calculatcd from the
entire SASW dala set. Weights on the values of VpNs were chosen to producc an average Vs that was in
the statistical range of the SASW measurements. For the logic tree branches associated with the 11,000·
Cps and 12.500-fps Vp basalt (Vs 6,200 fps and 7,000 fps), the highcst weight of 0.5 was assigned to the
interbed VplVs branch that resulted in an interbcd Vs between 3,000 Fps and 3,500 fps. Weights were
progressively lower for alternative values of VplVs in the interbeds outside this range. The highly
weighted branches result in average Vs through the basalt inlerbed stack ncar 4.500 fps to 5,000 fps. For
the logic tree branches associated with the highest Vp (14,400 fps), weights were chosen that produced a
lower preferred VS (below 3,000 fps) llsing Ihe higher two VpNs ratios where possible. For two of the
three illlerbcd Vp branches, VplVs ratios are ncvcr huge enough to reduce the average Vs of the basalt
and interbed stack to the SASW range.

The distribution of average Vs that results from Ihe logic tree is shown in Figure 3.2.13. The central peak
is in the rangc of 4,500 10 5,000 fps in agreement with the SASW measurcmcnts. The distribution of
average Vs in the basalt interbed stack is skewed to higher Vs thon mcasured by the SASW method.
Some orthc higher avcmge Vs result from the upper limit of Vp in the basalIS. Overall, as shown in
Figures 3.2.12a through 3.2.12c, the higher values of VplVs (2.3 and 2.6) produce a better fit to Ihe
SASW overage than docs a VpNs or2.0. The weighting scheme is conservative in its effect on the
response modeling. The inlerbed Vs distribution in the logic Iree modcl is not low enough 10 reproduce
the avcmge VS from the SASW measuremel1ls, indicating thaI the Vs contrasts between the basalts and
interbeds are underestimated on average. relative to the SASW Vs measurcments.
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Figure 3.2.9. Velocity Ratio VplVs Versus Vp in the Ringold Compared to the Range of Vp in the

Intcrbcd Logic Tree
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Table 3.2.1. Saddle Mountains Basalt Sequence Velocity Models

Saddle Ml Saddle Mt Inlerbed Saddle Ml Saddle Mt Scenario
Basalt "p, (Blrrbed Vp iii Ratio Basall Vs, Inlcrbed Vs, Weight

fps Vp. (ps fps fps

11100 6000 2.0 6201 3000 0.020

11100 6000 2.3 6201 2609 0.012

11100 6000 2.6 6201 2308 0.008

11100 7500 2.0 6201 3750 0.015

11100 7500 2.3 6201 3261 0.030

11100 7500 2.6 6201 2885 0.QI5

11100 9000 2.0 6201 4500 0.020

11100 9000 2.3 6201 3913 0.030

11100 9000 2.6 6201 3462 0.050

12500 6000 2.0 6983 3000 0.050

12500 6000 2.3 6983 2609 0.030

12500 6000 2.6 6983 2308 0.020

12500 7500 2.0 6983 3750 0.040

12500 7500 2.3 6983 3261 0.100
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Table 3.2.1. (continued)

Saddle Mt Saddle Mt Interbed Saddle Mt Saddle Mt Scenario
Basalt Vp, Interbed VpNs Ratio Basalt Vs, Interbed Vs, Weight

fps Vp, fps fps fps

12500 7500 2.6 6983 2885 0.060

12500 9000 2.0 6983 4500 0.040

12500 9000 2.3 6983 3913 0.060

12500 9000 2.6 6983 3462 0.100

14400 6000 2.0 8045 3000 0.0225

14400 6000 2.3 8045 2609 0.045

14400 6000 2.6 8045 2308 0.0225

14400 7500 2.0 8045 3750 0.030

14400 7500 2.3 8045 3261 0.045

14400 7500 2.6 8045 2885 0.075

14400 9000 2.0 8045 4500 0.015

14400 9000 2.3 8045 3913 0.015

14400 9000 2.6 8045 3462 0.030

3.3 Development of Relative Amplification Functions

3.3.1 Approach

The 1996 probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA) for thc Hanford Site (Geomatrix 1996) was
conducted using cmpirical ground motion models developed from data recorded on soil sites primarily in
California. The appropriatcness ofthesc attcnuation models to the subsurface conditions at Hanford was
evaluatcd at that time by perfonning a relativc amplification study. Site response analyscs were
conducted to compute the responsc of California soil sites typical ofthosc represcnted in thc cmpirical
strong motion data and to compute the rcsponse of Hanford sites. The ratio of the computed surface
responsc spcctra (Hanford/California soil) provides a frequency-dcpendent relative amplification function
(RAF). The RAF is a measurc of the need to adjust the empirical California soil site ground motion
models for use in thc PSHA at Hanford. At that time, it was concluded that the RAF was sufficiently
close to unity such that the empirical California soil ground motion models could be used without
adjustmcnt.
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As described above, the projcct has developed an updated characterization of the site conditions at
Hanford that is specific to the WTP. The relative amplification study was repeated to evaluate the
appropriate RAF for the WTP-specific site conditions for the 2,000-year return period motion. All
spectral calculations are perfonned for 5% spectral damping.

3.3.2 Analysis Inputs

Figure 3.3.1 compares the median shear wave velocity profile representative of California soil sites to the
median shear wave velocity profile developed for the WTP site. The velocity profiles are extended to a
depth of3 km (9,800 ft) where the shear wave velocities at Hanford and California become comparable.
The transition from soil to rock in California, shown at 1,000 ft in Figure 3.3.1, was randomized to lie
between 100 and 1,000 ft in the analysis to reflect the variability in soil depth across the strong motion
databases used to develop the empirical attenuation relationships. Figure 3.3.2 shows the upper 4,000 ft
of these velocity profiles. The velocity in the California soils is somewhat lower than that in the WTP
soils. Thc velocities in the shallow crustal rocks in California begin at about 3,000 fps and show a
continuous increase to approximately 10,000 fps at a depth of 10,000 ft. At the WTP site, the upper
crustal rocks consist of basalts, with the topmost unit-the Saddle Mountains Basalt sequcnce
consisting of alternating layers of basalt and interbedded sediments. The rock velocities at the WTP site
start out much higher than thosc in California but show only a smalI increase with depth. The higher
velocity soils at Hanford produce a somewhat higher response than the California soils. This is offset by
the velocity contrasts in the basalt-interbed sequence, which reflects energy downward.

Thc value of sigma (standard deviation for the natural log of shear wave velocity), used to randomize the
velocity profilcs, are based on a site-specific model for a footprint area developed at Savannah River (H
Area) (Silva et al. 1998). It was adopted for the WTP site because the statistical analysis (Section 2.5) of
the limited data indicated similar levels for the sigma values. In the Savannah River H Area model, sigma
is 0.26 at thc surface, decreasing to about 0.15 at a depth of 50 ft and then to about 0.12 for depths below
100 ft. Because the upper -14 ft of soil at the WTP site have been replaced by backfill, the Savannah
River sigmas of -0.26 were reduced to 0.1 to reflect placement of engincered fill. The California value of
sigma of 0.36 is based on the model for generic soil sites from Silva et al. (1998).

Shown on Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are the differences bctween the updated velocity model for the WTP
site and the base case model for Hanford used in the 1996 study. The WTP updated velocity profile has a
thinner soil deposit (365 ft compared to 500 ft) and slower velocities in the Saddle Mountains Basalt
(-7,000 ± 1000 fps compared to -10,000 fps) than was assumed in the 1996 study.

The relative amplification analyses use as input a set of 16 time histories (8 two-component recordings)
recorded on California rock sites in earthquakes representative of the dominant contributor to the hazard
at the WTP site (M -6, R < 20 krn). The geometric mean of the response spectra for the recorded motions
is shown by the blue curve on Figure 3.3.3. These time historics were deconvolved to a depth of 3 krn
through randomized velocity models for California rock sites. The resulting time histories contain
spurious high-frequency motion above 20 Hz, as indicated by the orange curve on Figure 3.3.3. A
theoretical shape for the response spectra of rock motions at this crustal depth was obtained using the
stochastic ground motion model. This spectral shape (the green curve on Figure 3.3.3) was used to adjust
the high-frequency content ofthc deconvolved motions to remove the spurious high frequencies.
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The relative amplification analyses were conducted using the computer program SHAKE (Schnabel et a1.
1972). The soils (top 100 to 1,000 ft in California, top 365 ft at the WTP site) were modeled using
equivalent-linear representations of the strain-dependent modulus and damping. Appropriate sets of
modulus reduction and damping relationships were used for these materials. Below these depths, the
materials (rock in California, basalts and interbeds at the WTP site) were treated as a linear medium (no
modulus reduction or damping increase with increasing strain). The amount of damping in the linear
materials was estimated from the ground motion parameter kappa (K). Parameter K represents a measure
of the decay in Fourier amplitude of ground motions with increasing frequency due to energy absorption
in the shallow crust. It is related to material damping, ~, by the relationship

~= KVs
2H

where H is the thickness of the layer with shear wave velocity Vs. By assigning a total value of kappa to
the shallow crustal rocks and assuming that damping is inversely proportional to velocity (the model used
in the 1996 study), the value of damping in the individual rock layers is obtained. The value of kappa
appropriate for California rocks has been estimated from empirical studies to be 0.04 sec (the units are
lIfrequency). The value of kappa appropriate for the basalts underlying the Hanford Site was estimated
to be in the range of 0.0 18 to 0.031 sec from a set of rock site recordings obtained to the southwest of the
WTP site. Kappa represents the total shallow crustal damping. For the WTP site, there is a significant
damping effect (wave reflection and scattering) due to the large velocity contrasts in the Saddle
Mountains Basalt/lnterbed sequence that are not generally present in California shallow crustal rocks.
Figure 3.3.4 shows the relationship between the ratio of basalt to interbed velocities and the effective
scattering K produced by the velocity contrasts. The material damping in the shallow crustal rocks at the
WTP site was estimated by first subtracting the scattering kappa (Figure 3.3.4) from the total kappa and
then using the remainder to apportion damping based on the velocity of the individual layers. This
process was used to maintain the total estimated crustal damping to be consistent with the empirically
measured values for all of the alternative velocity models.

3.3.3 Results

The relative response analyses were conducted by generating 30 realizations of representative profiles for
California and 30 realizations of each WTP profile. The response of each profile was computed using the
16 input time histories, producing a total of 480 surface response spectra. The geometric mean of these
spectra was then computed to obtain the representative surface motions. The geometric mean is used
because the intent is to compare the response of the WTP site to California in order to evaluate the need to
adjust the California empirical ground motion models. These empirical models are defined in terms of
the geometric mean (mean log) of ground motion amplitude recorded on soil sites.

The left-hand plot on Figure 3.3.5 shows examples of the surface response spectra for the California soil
sites and three of the velocity models for the WTP site. The right-hand plot shows the corresponding
response spectral ratios (WTP/California).

Figures 3.3.6 through 3.3.8 show the sensitivity of the computed response spectral ratios to alternative
parameters of the WTP site response model. The left-hand plot of Figure 3.3.6 shows the effect of
interbed velocity holding the basalt velocity constant. The right-hand plot shows the effect of total kappa.
Variation of these two parameters produces the largest effects on the relative site response. Figure 3.3.7
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shows the effect of the alternative Ringold velocities and alternative sets of soil modulus reduction and
dampmg cunes. and Figure 3.3.8 shows the effect ofthe alternative velocitIes for the Saddle Mounta1l1s
Bas.'llt. These parameters have much less effect on the relative site response.

Figure 3.3.9 sho\\.s the distnbution of response spectral ratios computed using the alternative site
response model parameters defined in the revised site response model logic tree (Figure 3.2.1). The
results sho\\. a consistent amplification near 2 liz that' anes Imle among the alternative models and
amplification above 4 Hz that is strongly dependent on the alternatIve model parameters. prmeipally
lnterbcd velocity and kappa.

The contributions to the range of response result shown in Figure 3.3.9 from each branch of the logic tree
nrc shown in Figures 3.3.10 through 3.3.15. Elich of the plots shows the effect of the stilted assessmentS
on the mean ampliricotion within Ute context oCthe overall uncenainty, as indicated by the percentile
curves that were shown III Figure 3.3.9. Figure 3.3.10 shows the strong effect of kappa 011 the high
frequencies, approaching the 84th percentile. Figure 3.3.11 shows there is lillie effect from the alternative
Vs in the logic model for the Ringold Fomlation. and Figure 3.3.12 shows there is lillie effect from the
alternative models for modulus reduction and damping III the Hanford fonnation and Rmgold Fonoatlon.
The contributions from basalt Vp. interbed Vp. and Illterbcd VplVs, shown III Figures 3.3.13, 3.3.14. and
3.3.15, respectively, are Interrelated as these parameters produce the Vs contrast bet"'een the basalt and

Interbed layers. Ilo\\e\er. variation of the t\\O parameters for the interbeds has a greater effect on the
response variation than does variation III Vp for the basalts.
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Figure 3.3.1 Shear Wave Velocity Profiles for ahfornia Soil Sites, Waste Treatment Plant
Site, and 1996 lIanford Model
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3.4 Derivation of Design Response Spectrum and Frequency-Dependent
Relative Amplification Function

This section presents a description of the process used to arrive at a frequency-dependent relative
amplification function (RAf) of the WTP site with respect to the empirical California deep soil profile,
and to apply this RAF to the current design response spectrum (DRS) to arrive at an interim DRS that can
be used to continue the WTP design process in the near term. This interim DRS is an approximation
expected to be conservative for application to the facility design.

The process used to develop the RAf makes use of the logic tree results described in Section 3.3.
Aleatory variability is accounted for in the site response process by using multiple input time histories
and randomizing individual site profiles in determining the site response in each of the subsets of the
logic tree. Epistemic uncertainty was accounted for in the process of combining subset responses of the
logic tree process. For conservatism in the final design recommendation, the 84th percentile results from
the full logic tree were used to guide the final selection of the RAF as well as enveloping the mean
responses from individual subsets of the logic tree that were found to lead to higher estimates of the RAF.

Various subsets of logic tree elements also were used in the development of the design recommendation.
These combinations generally led to the conclusion that the 84th percentile from the logic tree represented
a conservative envelope of the range of the mean results. Therefore, the 84th percentile from the logic
tree was chosen to guide the development of the design recommendation. Figure 3.4.1 compares the 84th
percentile results from the full data set with the means from several subsets of interest that were felt to be
conservative indicators of the expected WTP site response. The subsets considered are the RAF maxima
from the interbed VplVs ratio (VplVs of2.0), the Case 8 mean (Vs of interbeds at 3,913 fps), and the low
kappa case. The 84th percentile from the full data set is somewhat higher than the subset means. This
result shows that the 84th percentile RAF from the full logic tree reflects a reasonably conservative
estimate of the RAF. The 84th percentile from the logic tree was therefore chosen to guide the
development of the design recommendation.

Figure 3.4.2 shows the original 1996 (black line) 5% damped horizontal design response spectrum. That
spectrum was then scaled by the 84th percentile frequency-dependent RAF from the full logic tree result
to obtain a conservative estimate of the horizontal response spectrum (red line) appropriate for the WTP
site. This spectrum was then broadened (green line) at the peak to arrive at the recommended horizontal
design response spectrum for the WTP site that conservatively accounts for the differences between the
WTP site and the California deep soil profile associated with the attenuation models used in the original
UHS development.

The sharp peak of the recommended spectrum (red curve of Figure 3.4.2) is at 5 Hz. The spectral
broadening process was accomplished by extending the peak on the low-frequency side about 30% to
about 3.85 Hz and about 15% on the high-frequency side to about 5.75 Hz. For higher frequencies, the
spectrum was then extended linearly (in log-log space) to a frequency of 12 Hz. The conservatism in the
higher frequencies above 12 Hz was found to be significant because the logic tree results indicated that
the higher-mode responses of the subsets of the logic tree yielded a dip in the spectra at these frequencies.

The design response spectra calculations presented above are for the horizontal ground motion. In order
to obtain corresponding design spectra for vertical ground motion, the ratio of vertical to horizontal (V/H)
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5% damped response spectra was used. The 1996 VIH ratios were derived based on hazard calculations
performed using only the Abrahamson and Silva (1995, 1997) and Campbell (1994) attenuation
relationships, which ineluded parameters for both vertical and horizontal motions. Recent work
(Bozorgnia and Campbell 2004) has indicated that there are changes to the VIH ratios derived from
updates to the Campbell attenuation relationships published by Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003). The
effect of these updated relationships on the V/H ratios was examined by computing the median response
for earthquakes of approximately magnitude 6, at distances of 10, 20, and 30 Ian, appropriate to the
dominant hazard identified in the 1996 probabilistic model. The average of the V/H ratios computed
using the Abrahamson and Silva (1995, 1997) and Campbell (1994) relationships were then compared
to the average values that result from use of Abrahamson and Silva (1997) and CampbelI and
Bozorgnia (2003).

The results are shown in Table 3.4.1, which adjusts the 1996 V/H ratios to 2005 V/H ratios, reflecting the
updated attenuation relationships of Campbe11 and Bozorgnia (2003). Using these values and the
horizontal design response spectra, and broadening the resulting (flatter) peak, results in the vertical
design response spectra in Figure 3.4.3. It should be noted that, consistent with the 1996 study, the V/H
ratios reflect ground motions on firm soil sites. The results shown in Bozorgnia and CampbclI (2004)
indicated that the V/H ratios would be somewhat lower for very firm soils. The velocity model developed
for the WTP site in this report indicates that the site would be classified as very firm soil. Thus, the
proposed V/H ratios may be somewhat conservative.

Table 3.4.1. VIH Ratios

0/0

Frequency 1996 V/H Increase 2005 VI"

100 0.681 7 0.729

50 0.681 7 0.729

33.3 0.852 6.5 0.907

13.3 0.887 6 0.940

10 0.789 3.2 0.814

5 0.573 0 0.573

3.33 0.543 0 0.543

2 0.540 0 0.540

I 0.513 0 0.513

0.5 0.608 0 0.608

0.25 0.713 0 0.713
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The empirical V/H ratios are based largely on data from typical soil and rock sites. The basalts and
interbeds beneath the WTP significantly reduce horizontally polarized (SH) waves. Most of the energy in
vertical motion from earthquakes results from conversion of vertically polarized shear (SV) waves to
compressional (P) waves. Shear wave amplitudes are larger, on average, by a factor of 5 than
compressional wave amplitudes from earthquakes. At near-source soil sites, SV-P conversion occurs at
the soil-rock interface and results in P-waves with higher incidence angles compared to near-source rock
sites. Silva (1997) indicates that this explains the empirical data that show V/H is higher for near-source
soil sites relative to near-source rock sites. Silva (1997) also indicates that for larger distances, VIH ratios
decrease because the SV waves are beyond the critical angle and do not propagate efficiently to the
surface. The dominant contributors to the seismic hazard at the WTP site have source-site distances of 10
to 30 km. It is not apparent that the basalt and interbed stack would be any less effective at reflecting SV
energy downward compared to SH energy at these distances.

Figures 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 show the recommended horizontal and vertical design spectra, respectively, that
result from the enveloping of the response calculations and from broadening of the spectral peaks. Thesc
spectra are considered conservative relative to the uncertainties in the structural response model of the
WTP site. The design spectra are tabulated in the Appendix.
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Appendix

Recommended Horizontal and Vertical Design Spectra
for the Waste Treatment Plant

Table A.I. Recommended Horizontal and Vertical Design Spectra for the
Waste Treatment Plant

SA-HOR SA-HOR SV-VERT SV-VERT
FREQUENCY 1996 2005 1996 2005

(HZ) (g) (g) (g) (g)
100.000 0.2570 0.2930 0.1750 0.2135
58.824 0.2570 0.2937 0.1750 0.2140
50.000 0.2570 0.2940 0.1750 0.2142
40.000 0.2570 0.2943 0.1980 0.2420
33.333 0.2570 0.2967 0.2190 0.2692
30.303 0.2698 0.3129 0.2309 0.2850
25.000 0.2975 0.3480 0.2567 0.3193
23.810 0.3050 0.3576 0.2638 0.3288
22.727 0.3123 0.3670 0.2706 0.3380
21.739 0.3194 0.3761 0.2773 0.3470
20.833 0.3264 0.3852 0.2839 0.3560
20.000 0.3333 0.3937 0.2904 0.3644
18.182 0.3498 0.4143 0.3061 0.3849
16.667 0.3657 0.4342 0.3212 0.4048
15.385 0.3809 0.4533 0.3358 0.4239
14.286 0.3955 0.4727 0.3498 0.4433
13.333 0.4097 0.4916 0.3634 0.4680
12.500 0.4213 0.5085 0.3640 0.4680
11.765 0.4326 0.5265 0.3646 0.4680
11.111 0.4435 0.5441 0.3651 0.4680
10.526 0.4541 0.5612 0.3657 0.4680
10.000 0.4644 0.5780 0.3662 0.4680
9.091 0.4783 0.6105 0.3610 0.4680
8.333 0.4913 0.6418 0.3563 0.4680
7.692 0.5037 0.6719 0.3521 0.4680
7.143 0.5153 0.7011 0.3481 0.4680
6.667 0.5264 0.7294 0.3446 0.4680
6.250 0.5371 0.7570 0.3413 0.4680
6.000 0.5439 0.7749 0.3392 0.4680
5.882 0.5472 0.7838 0.3381 0.4680
5.750 0.5511 0.7941 0.3370 0.4680
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Table A.I. (continued)

SA-HOR SA-HOR SV-VERT SV-VERT
FREQUENCY 1996 2005 1996 2005

(HZ) (g) ...... (g) (g) (g)
5.556 0.5570 0.7941 0.3353 0.4680
5.263 0.5664 0.7941 0.3326 0.4680
5.000 0.5754 0.7941 0.3300 0.4593
4.545 0.5673 0.7941 0.3212 0.4436
4.167 0.5599 0.7941 0.3133 0.4297
4.000 0.5565 0.7941 0.3097 0.4233
3.846 0.5532 0.7941 0.3062 0.4173
3.571 0.5471 0.7594 0.2998 0.4061
3.333 0.5415 0.7294 0.2940 0.3960
3.125 0.5231 0.7011 0.2838 0.3804
2.941 0.5064 0.6756 0.2746 0.3664
2.778 0.4912 0.6524 0.2662 0.3536
2.632 0.4771 0.6310 0.2585 0.3419
2.500 0.4642 0.6115 0.2514 0.3311
2.381 0.4523 0.5935 0.2448 0.3212
2.273 0.4411 0.5768 0.2386 0.3121
2.174 0.4308 0.5613 0.2330 0.3036
2.083 0.4211 0.5469 0.2276 0.2957
2.000 0.4120 0.5334 0.2226 0.2882
1.818 0.3868 0.4970 0.2076 0.2667
1.667 0.3651 0.4644 0.1947 0.2476
1.538 0.3463 0.4363 0.1835 0.2312
1.429 0.3297 0.3993 0.1738 0.2105
1.333 0.3150 0.3676 0.1652 0.1928
1.250 0.3018 0.3402 0.1575 0.1775
1.176 0.2899 0.3163 0.1506 0.1643
1.111 0.2792 0.2954 0.1444 0.1528
1.053 0.2693 0.2769 0.1388 0.1427
1.000 0.2603 0.2603 0.1336 0.1336
0.909 0.2351 0.2351 0.1235 0.1235
0.833 0.2141 0.2141 0.1149 0.1149
0.769 0.1965 0.1965 0.1075 0.1075
0.714 0.1815 0.1815 0.1011 0.1011
0.667 0.1686 0.1686 0.0955 0.0955 I0.625 0.1573 0.1573 0.0906 0.0906
0.588 0.1474 0.1474 0.0861 0.0861
0.556 0.1387 0.1387 0.0822 0.0822
0.526 0.1309 0.1309 0.0786 0.0786
0.500 0.1239 0.1239 0.0753 0.0753
0.455 0.1088 0.1088 0.0676 0.0676
0.417 0.0967 0.0967 0.0613 0.0613
0.385 0.0867 0.0867 0.0560 0.0560
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Table A.t. (continued)

SA-HOR SA-HOR SV-VERT SV-VERT
FREQUENCY 1996 2005 1996 2005

(HZ) (g) (g) (g) (g)
0.357 0.0784 0.0784 0.0515 0.0515
0.333 0.0714 0.0714 0.0476 0.0476
0.313 0.0654 0.0654 0.0443 0.0443
0.294 0.0603 0.0603 0.0414 0.0414
0.278 0.0557 0.0557 0.0387 0.0387
0.263 0.0518 0.0518 0.0365 0.0365
0.250 0.0483 0.0483 0.0344 0.0344
0.238 0.0452 0.0452 0.0326 0.0326
0.227 0.0424 0.0424 0.0309 0.0309
0.217 0.0400 0.0400 0.0295 0.0295
0.208 0.0377 0.0377 0.0280 0.0280
0.200 0.0357 0.0357 0.0268 0.0268
0.182 0.0313 0.0313 0.0240 0.0240
0.167 0.0279 0.0279 0.0218 0.0218
0.154 0.0250 0.0250 0.0199 0.0199
0.143 0.0226 0.0226 0.0183 0.0183
0.133 0.0206 0.0206 0.0170 0.0170
0.125 0.0188 0.0188 0.0157 0.0157
0.118 0.0174 0.0174 0.0147 0.0147
0.111 0.0161 0.0161 0.0138 0.0138
0.100 0.0139 0.0139 0.0122 0.0122
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